


AD 2000 - At the Threshold of an Extraordinary Human Journey 

To begin this editorial, I would like to wish you all a very happy, healthy and productive new 
Millennium. In many ways the hype surrounding the year 2000 has been generated by the media 
and this combined with the misleading information surrounding the actual year of Christ's birth 
adds to the muddle as to whether this really is the year 2000. However, we cannot change these possible inaccuracies 
so, as far as we are all concerned, this is January 2000!! 

On Boxing Day, the Mail on Sunday ran an exceptional article by Stewart Steven, which examined the scientific and 
philosophical problems which have entered the arena in this brave new world as science attempts and fails to explain 
issues, which are so staggering they appear to lie outside of scientific explanation. In his concluding paragraphs he 
writes ... 

' ... . it is interesting, is it not, that as researchers go deeper and deeper into the core of things, they are beginning to 
understand the limitations of science? God, it seems, is not dead after all. The further they go, the nearer he seems to 
be. That's a thought for the new Millennium that somehow, so wonderfully unexpectedly thanks to science, until now 
always the enemy of religion, we have actually got closer to the face of God 

Since the last issue of Strange Daze, world events have been occurring at a phenomenal speed with disasters and 
weather changes that are evident in every part of the globe resulting in human tragedies of enormous dimensions. 
Debate also continues to rage regarding the moral ethics of evolving medical technology and genetically modified food 
and as we gather pace into this twenty-frrst century we are standing on the threshold of a very brave and unique new 
world indeed. 

BBC's Radio Four continues to present informed programmes covering deeply profound issues and debates on 
consciousness, the principles of the universe and life; and human understanding of what these may show us in terms of 
who we are and where we go from here. During December Radio Four presented its regular programmes In Our Time 
with Melvyn Bragg and looked at the imponderable issues of time and consciousness examining what consciousness is 
and what the cause of consciousness is. Roger Penrose the British Physicist and an American philosopher focused on 
these questions and an amazing dialogue emerged, which explored the idea that the human mind· is not built to 
understand its own basis and asked whether consciousness can actually be located in the brain or can it exist in 
isolation and independently of brain activity? The question of what consciousness is remained unresolved, but the 
discussion aroused some emotive debate for the contributors and mind provoking questions for the listeners. 
Following on from this at the end of December In Our Time broadcast another programme on the notion of time, and 
the contributors set out to probe what we mean by time and whether time is a figment of our imagination ... an 
illusion .... a collection of moments, or as one of the contributors put it 'time is nothing but an aspect of relationship 
between events'. Contributors went on to discuss the idea that in the world of quantum physics, time takes on very 
strange characteristics where all things that could happen are happening at the same time. Of course this is all very 
weird and wonderful stuff and hard to explain, let alone understand, but the bottom line is that these are crucial issues 
and maybe we need to grasp a small concept of the essence of who we are anq indeed why we are. 

This issue of Strange Daze carries articles that reflect the idea of time and consciousness with an outstanding and 
perceptive article by Dr. Louis E. LaGrand taken from book After Death Communication- Final Farewells. John 
Spencer.examines how perception and recall of events are influenced by a whole collection of imagery from childhood 
onwards and what this may mean when a witness tries to understand and interpret an unknown experience. Also in this 
issue Kevin McClure is at the cutting edge exploring the ramifications of the abduction phenomenon, scrutinising the 
subject and the researchers, asking some very difficult questions and arriving at some even more startling conclusions. 
Maybe these articles and others will change the face ofUfology and give us some tangible insight into the nature of 
remarkable human experiences and their real value and meaning in terms of our spiritual journeys and encounters .. 

And so time, ever elusive and illusionary, rushes on from one century to another, and therefore I would like 
take this particular moment .. . somewhere in time .... to wish you all a �� IJ ��- n 

happy beginning to this twenty-rrrst century. &Of!Q neafttef (/I�� 
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PREAMBLE 

As one ploughs through the serious, academic 
consciousness-studies literature that has exploded on us in 
recent years, there is an abiding sense that white theories 
about the nature of consciousness are legion, and smoke
and-mirror hypothesising 

. 
by ever-dever philosophers of . 

consciousness is seemingly endless, certain crucial 
issues-the knotty problems if you like - that lurk at the 
roots of the whole mystery of consciousness are being 
ignored, missed, or at least are not being fuUy addressed. 
There is a certain conceptual poverty pervading the scene. 
Our aim in forming "The Consciousness Connection" has 
been to start throwing the spotlight on these knotty 
problems. one at a time, and inviting highly informed 
speakers to present a wide range of approaches, to see if 
fresh (though not necessarily new) paradigms or, at Jeast, . 
"'approach pattems'J can be identified for further 
development. In short, we are making an attempt to break 
out of the strailjackets that are all too readily being donned 
by those engaged in today's mainstream, Western 
consciousness studies. We wish to attempt thisf hONever, 
without losing scholastic rigour, for there is little point in 
shunning strait-jackets in order to simply put on the loosely 
flowing but faintly-patterned costumes of the New Age 
movement. 

OTHERWORLD REALITY 

We have taken as our first "knotty problem" the question of 
"otherworld reality", a remarkable level or realm of 
consciousness that the scholar of Islamic religions, the late 
Henri Corbin, called the "tmaginal'•, in which some or an the 
physical senses-sight, hearing, smell, taste. and even 
touch--seem to be operative in an environment that 
appears to have full spatial reality as we understand it in our 
normal waking consciousness, and yet which is not 
physically real. Those who have experienced this wiU not 
need to be told that this "otherwond" is not merely some 
metaphoricaJ or symbolic device, but a direct, experiential 
fact . for the person encountering it. The imaginal realm 
ca mes at least the same weight, impact and realism as the 
con�nsus material

. 
YJOrld of our everyday waking 

expenence, but, cruoally, the "reality channel" (so to speak) 
has been flipped. 

We are not talking here merely about vivid dreamsf or 
fl�ting hallucinations, or jumbled drug-induced mental 
m1rages, but a coherent, relatively stable state of 
consciousness in which access to what appears to be an 
alternate environmental reality is achieved. lt can contain 
landscapes and vistas, mountains and rivers, light and dark. 

music and voices, complex interiors, the taste of wine 
and the scent of roses, and sometimes the presence 
of entities that can be human in appearance. or 
suprahuman, or non-human. All of these things · 
appear real to the perceiver, but they are literally non
sensory. This Imaginal reality also seems able to 
interact in unusual ways with physical reality in certain 
circumstances. 

PROBLEMS WITH UNDERSTANDING 

Our understanding of the nature of this specific state 
of consciousness, as with other altered states, is 
hindered by three underlying factors: 

The first concerns the numerous conditions that can 
encourage the manifestation of this otherworJd mental 
reality. These conditions are all those which can be 
loosely termed ,ranee-inducing". So, for examples. 
the otherworld reality can be accessed deliberately 
through the use of meditation, breathing exercises, 
intensive prayer� initiatory practices, and other 
religious techniques, and deliberately or accidentally 
through fasting, sensory deprivation or overtoad, 
sleep deprivation, physical exhaustjon, the ingestion 
of psychoactive substances, bodily trauma, hypnotic 
distraction, entering or waking up from sleep, 
becoming consciously alert within a dream, 
neurophysiological aberration. physical or mentaJ 
illness� and a ho,st of other conditions and 
circumstances. Some people seem particularty prone 
to entering this otherwortd mental state, while others 
have to work very hard indeed to achieve access. 
Shamans, visionaries. mystics in all societies and 
periods of time have tended to be the ones who can 
enter the otherworfd with relative ease. 

The second factor is reafly a corollary of the first, 
namely the variety of frames of reference, or contexts, 
into which the imaginal rearm is placed in modem 
society, which has no overarching philosophical 
framework regarding it. Indeed, we are, as a culture, 
largely ignorant of the imaginal realm, being 
somewhat primitive in our understanding of 
consciousness in generaL So. for instance, a person 

'We are not talking here m raiJ 

about ·v1d dreaDJs, or neeunu 

halluclna • ons, or Jumbled drug

Induced mental mirages, 1111 a 

cob rent, relatiVIIV stabl state 

of consclo sness n WhiCh 

access o hat a p ars to be an 

alte ate a room ntal re lb 

·sachle d." 
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in a First World society today who falls into a trance 
whiJe driving along a straight road at night, or who 
enters a similar state while falling asleep or 
awakening from a nap, and who then experiences an 
apparently real, physical world in which strange and 
disturbing things are taking place and in which curious 
beings appear. is likely to interpret the encounter as a 
�uFO abductionn because of prevailing cultural 
influences in such societies. Other conceptual boxes 
commonly used today to package the imaginal 
experience indude: out-of-body experiences, near
death experiences, lucid dreaming, haUucinogenic 
visions, hallucinations, sleep paralysis, night visitors, 
and so forth. Although these terms merely apply 
either to the circumstances triggering the experience 
of the imaginal realm, or to a specific aspect of it, they 
tend to be viewed as separate 

the universe? And it is apparent that the content of the 
imaginaf realm can be affected by prevaiHng culturaJ imagery 
and motifs. 

These are good arguments, and at some level they have to 
be true. But in the words of the song-"/s that all there is?" Is 
there only a choice between scientific reductionism or naive 
literalism? 

8TIEIIPPIIACIES 
Wen, there are in fact important shades of grey between 
these extremesl some of which will doubtless be expiored 
over this weekend. 

One of those "shades of grey;, concerns quantum reality. We 
might note that while the sensory \IVOrld is 
created for us within our brain from N:NJ 
information received from the 
environment, what actually gets buiJt into 11111111-- the mental model we know as consensus 
reality is only a tiny snapshot of what is 
actually "out there". Underpinning the 
vast range of shuttling energies that 
comprise the universe, induding the 
brajn itself, is the mysterious quantum 

.... we should not rule out 

traditional models such 
a�- t ere being an actual 

phenonnena--a consequence of 
the fragmenting nature of our llliMIIJiillliflil 
current cuJtural processes. Jt is • 
very difficult to persuade people 
to cross boundaries, to get 
outside of their conceptual �--" 
boxes. The question of treating world. We can 

iiGcu modate that idea 
the mental state involved as a ••• 
single phenomenon therefore 
tends to get by-passed. 111111111 sea, the unbom mother of an energy. and 

therefore all matter and manifestation--if lllllflliiiM you like, it is the Dao, the source of the 
and still keep s 

scientific rigour on b ilru 
hV considering that our 

minds can make contact 

with such a spirit world 

The 1hird underlying confounding ... 
ten thousands things. So could the 
worlds we see in the imaginal realm have 
their origins in that sea just as much as 
do the sensory data we process in 

factor is the basic materialistic 
philosophy that currently orients 
the intenectua1 compass of our 
culture. This ensures that any 
generally acceptable scientific •• 
theory d e a l i n g  with t h e  
otherworld experience, where ••• 
science bothers with it at aJl, has 

.... normal everyday reality? Is information 
from some distantly deep level of reality 

MMIII being presented to us as a psychodrama 
using the costumes found in the brain's onlv through the m lllllllillfiiiJIIIIRIIIIIIMIIIIIIfll wardrobe of sensory experience? 

· of neurophvsiol YIGill 
to reduce it to a phenomenon 
rising solely from the workings 
the brain-to neurophysiological 
explanations. Wtthin its frame, 

1111111 Or, again, is there evidence to show that mer.h nisms. The one 
this explanatory approach is a IIMIII 
powerful one and has to be 

the imaginal realm can be more than 
simply a private, subjective event? 
Where does the paranormal fit into this not necessarilv 

Gxli•u e the other. 
taken on board by anyone 1111111"' 
seeking to understand the 
imaginal experience. lt is known 
from work with brain trauma 

picture? This, too, will be explored. 

patients as well as from 
experimental research, that, visions, or if you prefer 
hallucinations, can be produced by interfering with or 
modifying neurophysiological processes. We know 
that it is the brain processing away within the 
darkness of the skuiJ that conjures the world we 
apprehend around us, yet we so easily forget that that 
apparently solid and "real" world is a mental construct. 
The brain may even conjure a ghost we call the 
"mind" or "self', and some contemporary philosophers 
of consciousness try to maintain that consciousness 
itself is an iUusion. Such proponents argue that if "I" 
do not exist, if Ill» am not in the body, how can "I" 
possibly have an out-of-body experience? Further, as 
the physical, sensory world is conjured up by the 
brain, why is it difficult to accept that fantasy worlds 
can be created with similar reality by the workings of 

the brain, the most complex object we know of in 
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A third approach is to posit that we are 
locked into a kind of lucid dream. If this is 

so, then the physical laws that physical science studies are 
simply aspects of that greater lucid dream. 

Fourthly, we should not rule out traditional models such as, 
there being an actual spirit world. We can accommodate that 
idea and still keep some scientific rigour on board by 
considering that our minds can make contact with such a 
spirit wor1d only through the medium of neurophysiological 
mechanisms. The one might not necessarity exclude the 
other. 

Finafty, to bring us full circuit, there are perhaps paradigms for 
probing the nature of Imaginal consciousness that have yet to 
be constructed. Among the possible sources of these, we 
have to consider looking into the truly deep and sophisticated 
religious experience of an otherworld reality that emanated 
from ancient Persia, and which caused Henri Corbin to coin 
the term "Imaginal". 



TIE lllllliWM 
Putting it aU 
simplisti cally, th is  
philosophy emerged 
out of Zoroastrian or 
Mazdean Iran. lt 
held that each 
human being has a 
number of bodies or 
souJs, a perishable 
physical body, a 
subtle elemental body 
that is imperishable, 
pJus spiritual bodies. 
Each of these, projects its 
own .. Earthn. rather than 
m e r e l y  p a s s i v e l y  
e xp e r i e nci n g  a n  
environment. So the 
physical body has the 
physical Earth as its 
environment while the 
other bodies have varieties of visionary or spirit Earths, as 
their respective environments. This philosophy means that the 
world that is perceived is itself soul-like in nature. thus the 
distinction between subject and object is removedt which is, of 
course, an unfamiliar pattern of thinking for the modem 
Western mind. At death or in visionary states or mystic 
rapture, we can rise through the bodies, automatically 
transfonning the Earth that· is perceived or experienced, a · 
fonn of transfiguration glimpsed by Wordsworth when he 
wrote: 
". .. The earth, and every common sight/ To me did seem/ 
AppareiJed in celestial fight/ The glory and the freshness of a 
dream." 

Now, to continue oversimplifying this immensely subtle and 
compJex philosophyt the Zoroastrian system encompassed the 
idea of a visionary or otherworld geography. This was 
mythically projected onto the physical geography of ancient 
lran1 but was in essence what Corbi.n referred to as the 
mundus imaginalis archetypus. lt had what VJe would can 
zones but which the Iranian texts referred to as "climates". 
The "eighth climate" was a central, "world-navel" zone 
occupied by a paradisal enclosure that has gone by numerous 
names over the many centuries and various religious contexts 
in which it has found itself: 

Eran Vej. the Earth of Hurqalya, the Earth of the Emerald 
Cities, the Celestial Earthf the Earth of Visions, the 
Transfigured Earth. to Sufi tradition it is called BARZAKH. the 
lnterwortd. This lntervvortd paradise secretes light, Xvamha, 
the Ught of Glory. the primordial universaJ force permeating all 
things. and the substance of souls. In the lnterwortd one does 
not cast a shadow- a way of saying that one cannot enter 
there in the corporeal body. lt is the subtle, elemental body 
that is the natural denizen of the lnterworfd. 

This lnterworld is real but non-physicaL As one lsiamic mystic 
put it: 

"This intermediate world... is the world through which spirits 
are embodiedf and bodies are spiritualised." Corbin said it 
mediated between "the sensory and the intelligible". lt was 
precisely because this state was so difficult to describe let 
alone conceive that he coined "Imaginal", knowing that the 
adjective "imaginary" in our modem usage was far too weak 

and would falsely imply that the lnterworfd was 
somehow unreal. 

This whole ancient Iranian tradition. which was carried 
a+�er into Islam, is far too rich for me to attempt to 
describe here. and I suspect that it will be explored in 
greater depth tomorrow, but all that is needed here 
and now is to note that in attempting to find 
adequate ways of trying comprehend the 
ontological status of Imaginal consciousness, we 
might yet come to realise that within this ancient 
lnterworld phiiosophy there is model we can re· 
work and make new use of today. 

�Paul Devereux, 1999� 

Paul Devereux is an 
author, international 

lecturer, broadcaster 
and consultant. He has 
written twenty books to 

date (1979-1999), and 
his writing spans the 
range from academic to 
popular on 
archaeological and 
consciousness research 
themes and geophysical 

anomalies. Recent book titles include: Re-visioning the 
Earth The Secret Language of the Stars and Planets (with 
Georffrey Comelius) UFOS and Ufology (with Peter 
Brookesmith) and The Long Trip. He is currently working 
on three new books and engaged (1999·2000) upon an 
extensive field research programme on Shamanic 
landscapes throughout the Americas. He is a Research 
Fellow of the International Consciousness Research 
Laboratories (ICRL ), Princeton, and takes part in 
collaborative research on lucid dreaming, ancient sites 
dreaming and geophysical anomalies. 

The next issue of Strange Daze will feature an interview 
with Paul Devereux by Philip Mantle. 
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In H. G. Wens• novel, The Time Machine, our 
protagonist jumped into a special chair with 

bUnking lights, spun a few dials, and found 
himself catapulted several hundred thousand 

years into the 
future, where 
England has 

long 
disappeared 

and is now 
inhabited 

by strange 
creatures 
called the 
Morlocks 
and Eloi. 



That may have made great fiction but 
physicists have always scoffed at the idea of 
time travel, considering it to be the realm of 
cranks, mystics, and charlatans, and with good 
reason. However, rather remarkable advances i n  
q ua ntum gravity are reviving the theory; it h as n ow �ecome fair  game for theoretical physicists writing 
m the pages of Physica l  Review magazine. 

One stubborn problem with time travet is that it is 
riddled with several types of paradoxes. For 
example, there is the paradox of the man with no 
parents, Le. what happens when you go back in 
time and kill your parents before you are born? 
Question : if your parents d ied before you were 
born , then how could you have been born to kill 
them in the first place? 

There is also the paradox of the man with no past. 
For example, l'et's say that a young inventor is 
trying futi lely to build a time machine in his garage. 
Suddenly 1 an elderly man appears from nowhere 
and g ives the youth the secret of building a time 
machi ne. The you ng man then becomes 
enormously rich playing the stock market. race 
tracks, and sporting events because he knows the 
future. Then, as an old man ,  he decides to make 
his final  trip back to the past a nd give the secret of 
time travel to his youthful self. Question: where did 
the idea of the time machine come from? 

There is also the paradox of the man who is own 
mother. (My apologies to Heinlein.) "Jane" is left at 
an orphanage as a foundl ing .  When "Jane" is a 
teenager, she falls in  fove with a drifter, who 
a�andons 

_
her b ut leaves her p regnant. Then 

d1saster stnkes. She almost d ies giving birth to a 
baby g i rl ,  who is then mysteriously kidnapped. The 
doctors find that Jane is bleeding badlyt but, odd ly 
enough, has both sex organs. So, to save her life, 
the doctors convert "Jane" to "Jim." 

· "Jim" subsequently becomes a roaring drunk, u ntil 
he meets a friendly bartender (actually a time 
traveller in disguise) who whisks .. Jim" back way 
into

. 
the past. ''Jim" meets a beautiful teenage g irl, 

acctd�ntaUy �ets her pregnant with a baby girl. Out 
of gu1lt, he k1dnaps the baby girl and d rops her off 
at the orphanage. Later. "Jim" joins the time 
travellers corps, leads a distinguished life, and has 
one last dream: to d isguise himself as a bartender 
to meet a certain drunk named "Jim" in the past. 
Question: who is "Jane's" mother, father, brother, 
sister, grand- father, g randmother, and g randch ild? 

Not surprisingly, time travel has a lways been 

considered impossible. After all, Newton 
believed that time was l ike a n  a rrow; once fired, 
it soared in a straight, undeviating l ine. One 
second on  the earth was one second on Mars.  
Clocks scattered throughout the universe beat 
at the same rate. 

Einstein gave us a much more radical picture. 
According to Einstein ,  time was more like a 
river, which meandered around stars and 
galaxies, speeding up and slowing down as it 
passed around massive bodies. One second on 
the earth was Not one second on Mars. Clocks 
scattered throughout the un iverse beat to their 
own distant drummer. 

H owever, before Einstein  d ied, he was faced 
with an embarrassing problem. Einstein's 
neighbour at Princeton, Kurt Goedel, perhaps 
the greatest mathematical logician of the past 
500 years, fou nd a new solution to Einstein's 
own equations which allowed for time traveU 

The .,river of time .. now had whi rlpools in which 
time could wrap itself into a circle. Goedel's 
solution was quite _ingenious: it postulated a 
un iv�rse filled with a rotating fluid. Anyone 
walkrng along the direction of rotation would 
find themselves back at the starting point, but 
backwards i n  timer 

Anyone who can harness the 
. 

power of a star would consider us 
to be very primitive. Imagine 
your. friends coming across an 
anthill. Would they bend down to 
the ants and give them trinkets, 
books, medicine, and power? Or 
would some of your fri·ends have 
the strange urge to step on a few 
of them? 

I n  h is memoirs, Einstein wrote that he was 
d isturbed that his equations contained solutions 
that allowed for time travel. But he finalfy 
concluded: the universe does not rotate, it 
expands (Le. as in the Big Bang theory) and 
hence Goedel's solution could be thrown out 
for uphysical reasons. n (Apparently I if the Big 
Bang was rotatingt then time travel would be 
possibte throughout the universe!) 
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Then in 1963, Roy Kerr, a New Zealand 
mathematician. found a solution of Einsteinls 
equations for a rotating black hate, which had bizarre 
properties. The black hole would not collapse to a 
point (as previously thought) but into a spinning ring 
(of neutrons). The ring woufd be circulating so rapidly 
that centrifugal force would keep the ring from 
coUapsing under gravity. 

The ring, in tum, acts like the looking GJass of AJice. 
Anyone walking through the ring would not die, but 
could pass through the ring into an alternate universe. 

Since then, hundreds of other 'Wormholeu solutions 
have been found to Einstein*s equation& These 
wormholes connect not only two regions of space 
(hence the name) but also two regions of time as well. 
In principle, they can be used as time machines. 

RecentJy, attempts to add the quantum theory to 
gravity (and hence create a ''theory of everythingr' 
have given u� some insight into the :paradox problem. 
tn the quantum theory , we can have multiple states of 
any object. For example, an electron can exist 
simultaneously in different orbits (a fact which is 
responsible for giving us the Jaws of chemistry). 
Similarly, Schrodingers famous cat can exist 
simultaneously in two possible states: dead and alive. 
So by going back in time and altering the pastt we 
merely create a parallel universe. So we are changing 
someone ELSEcs past by saving. say, Abraham 
Lincoln from being assassinated at the Ford Theatre, 
but our Lincoln is still dead. Jn this way, the river of 
time forks into two separate rivers. 

But does this mean that we will be able to jump into 
H.G. Wens' machine, spin a dial,, and soar severaJ 
hundred thousand years into EngiandJs future? 

No. There are a number of difficult hurdles to 
overcome. 

First, the main problem is one of energy. In the same 
way that a car needs gasoline. a time machine needs 
to have fabulous amounts of energy. One either has 
to hamess the power of a star, or to find something 
called "exotic" matter (which falls up, rather than 
down) or find a source of negative energy. (Physicists 
once thought that negative energy was impossible. 
But tiny amounts of negative energy have been 
experimentally verified for something called the 
Casimir effect, i.e. the energy created by two paraUeJ 
plates). Afl of these are exceedingly difficult to obtain 
in large quantities, at least for several more centuries! 

Then there is the problem of stability. The Kerr black 
hoJe, for example, may be unstable if one falls 
through it. Similarly, quantum effects may buitd up 
and destroy the wormhole before you enter it. 
Unfortunately, our mathematics is not powerful 
enough to answer the question of stabiUty because 
you need a "theory of everythingn which combines 
both quantum forces and gravity. At Present� 
superstring theory is the leading ,candidate for such a 
theory (in fact, it is the ONLY candidate; it really has 
no rivals at an). But superstring theory, which 
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nappens to be my specialty t is still too djfficult to sofve 
completely� The theory is well defined, but no one on earth 
is smart enough to solve it. 

Interestingly enough, Stephen Hawking once opposed the 
idea of time travel. He even claimed he had .. empiricaltl 
evidence against it. If time travel existed, he said, then we 
would have been visited by tourists from the future. Since 
we see no tourists from the future, ergo: time travel is not 
possible. 

Because of the enonnous amount of work done by 
theoretical :physicists within the last 5 years or so, Hawking 
has since changed his mind, and now believes that time 
travel is possible (although not necessarily practical). 
(Furthermore; perhaps we are simply not very interesting to 
these tourists from the future. Anyone who can harness the 
pov.rer of a star YJOUid consider us to be very primitive. 
Imagine your mends coming across an anthiiJ. Would they 
bend down to the ants and give them trinkets, books, 
medicine� and power? Or would some of your friends have 
the strange urge to step on a few of them?) 

In conclusion, don't tum someone away who knocks at 
your door one day and claims to be your future great
great-great grandchild. They may be right 

Reproduced by kind pern1ission of 
MICHIO KAKU 
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childhood, a person's beliefst attitudes, oprntons 
values are developed by. the influence of parents: 

•l"i,.��",...parents, siblings, other re.latives, teachers, clergy. 
neighbours and people in authority. People are 

nfluenced and shaped by the law, by society; by the arts, 
the media, by advertising and by a host of subliminal 

essages received through day-to-day dealing with 
•nt..,IOi"� even in brief encounters; on trains and buses for 

. Influence can be direct or subtle: repeated 
ISu�a•:lStJon;, reward and punishment; related experiences; 

views; guilt; and fear. 
'"""'' .g"'"'on with the world consists of apptying the result of 

those influences- i.e. your beliefs- to any stimulus 
you are forced to respond to. Interaction with it 

becomes, first and foremost, a personal experience 
•nu�rn . ..:r.n by the witness. These are the phases we go 

rrstly, people have a natural tendency to personify or 
attribute inteUigent direction to any unknown event, until 
proven otheiWise. This is a product of measuring the 
potential threat of a stimulus; survivaf is the most basic 
response of aU creatures. If something is seen that has 
luminosity, or is visible in some way then it may be 
perceived as a ghost or an alien. The choice may not be 

ade by the object, but rather by the 
revailing mood or beliefs of the witness. If: 

witness is walking through an old: 
nastery ruin they may be thinking of 

hosts, if in a road or bedroom situation 
ey may think of alien encounters. 

seek out further clues to confirm that 
weren't just imagining it'. Part of that is 

selective process known as •the ratchet 
1en�ecr. Like a ratchet screwdriver, tums in 

direction have effect, tums in the other 
irection do nothing; evidence for is added 

the pile, evidence against is ignored as 
•u-r..:�lo\Jr�nt So the initial impressions, based 

personal views, are strengthened. For· 

example, UFO ground traces are often found 
'after the event'. Firstt the witness experiences 
sees something and then tooks for clues. 

Phase Three 

There is then a checking of the event 
against expectations, with the unfortunate 
of creating false memories of what rea · 

happened in line with those expectations. This 
not a factor of close encounters, it is a nn•-rn-:u• 
way by which we deal with the world and vvv,.u""" 
therefore be abnormal if it were not part of 
close encounter experience. There is o\li .• !"fon,�• 
from some multiple-sighting reports that 

differences in description 
objects depends a lot on 
each person thought they would 
be seeing, once they had 
•decided• what they were seeing'. 

Phase Four 

Because close encounters m 
involve some loss of accuracy 
memory, or if some resea .. ,..JI'\j�,.�· 
are to be believedt whole 
lapses of memoryl then a oroce.s,sl 
of uncovering the lost i 
is undertaken. In UFOiogyl 
usually involves using hypnosis 
Unfortunately this often puts the 
detail of the experience more 



s o m et h i n g  
that actuaJiy did not 

control of the researcher 
than the witness who may 

end up 'experiencing', 
and believing in, 

happen. ff the witness believes their experience 
to have been an essentially bad thing, reinforced 
by prejudiciai beliefs about aliens and UFOs 
derived from science fiction imagery and perhaps 
reinforced by the writings of prominent UFO 
researchers and the media, then the encounter 
will become a bad thing. Or those believing it to 
be a good thing may then 'experience, it as a 
good thing. Worse still, the witness may seek out 
a UFO researcher who is known to share the 
same prejudicial views, with the result that both 
researcher and witness suffer from the ratchet 
effect, both seemingly gaining additional 
evidence to support their beliefs. 

Standard UFO investigation arguably takes the 
view that the witness has stored in his or her 
mind a 'photograph' of the event that is objective. 
In other words, the witness has seen, heard and 
perhaps experienced something that happened 
outside of them and that any witness standing 
where they had stood would have seen heard 
and felt the same thing. The investigator then 
has to ask the right questions to re-build that 
snapshot, perhaps use hypnotic regression to 
take that witness 'back in time' to remember the 
incident more clearly, and then it can be related 

factuaUy and accurately. That is simply not the way the 
mind works, nor the way the memory works. The 
witness has perceived an event for which they have no 
'card index' in their memory; they are struggling 
to understand it. They have formed 
opinions and prejudices towards 
a likely explanation - that .��·· 

normal, it is the proc:ASj;r"" 
that keeps us 
throughout our 
and, in 

cJose 

'p 
to be l"Qiattea 

to, them. 
witness has to 
out  w h at t h e  

xperience meant 
gh a lifetime of 

b i e fs, a t t i t u d e s ,  
.O.V�Icru· : :lnces , comments 
of nds and relatives, 
TV 
films; 
having 
right and 
fears of 

mmes and 
ious teachings, 

told what is 

or disbeli , prejudices 
and cravings, likes and 
disJikes and so n, and so 
on. The witness has to 
decide what the me�;sa�ze 
that must be icated to 
the investigator. lt is 
question of 'the facts'; 
not like that. Firstly, 
must decide if they oeJ:IevE� ... 
the experience was 
essentiaUy good or bad 
one. That decision - and it is a 
decisionJ not just a fact - will 
determine a lot about how the experience is 
related to another person. Then the witness will 
select the facts that he or she believes are significant, 



and this process of filtering is also done through 
personal belief systems. If the witness believes they 
have been abducted by aliens from another planet then 

�r....-they wUI automatically seek out and bring to the 
fore those details from �memory� that 

confirm and strengthen than belief. 
Those a reas which, if not 

contradictory are at least 
unsupportive, will be 

downgraded or ignored. 
Again this is not a 

f a ct or of UFO 
experiences, this is 
normal and the way 
we operate in our 
lives every minute 
of the day. lt is the 
basis of a simple 
decision to cross 
the road here or a 

· h u n d re d  y a rds 
further down the 
road, to eat an 
apple or an oranget 

to save or to spend. 
In any decision 

. the facts are 
outweighed by 

subjective aspects 
nine-to-one. If the 

witness has another 
betief (he or she does 

not like science fiction 
but does think God and 

Satan are the only forces 
· in the Universe, for 

example) then they will go 
through a similar process, but 

come forward wrth a different 
priority of what •facts' are 

important to 'get across' to the 
investigator. 

On top of aU this is the fact that the 
·receiver of the information (the 

investigator) receives a report through 
his or her series of lifetime experiences, 
and also has a set of subjective criteria, 
that takes more account of �desired' 
aspects of the report than those that 

run contrary to his or her personal 
beliefs about the subject. 

This has serious implication 
for hypnotic regression because 

the input of data from the researcher to 
the witness is not just misleading, but hypnosis 

leads to reinforcement of the false image. What 
researchers also seem to fail to take account of is the 

very little communication that takes place through words 
in an interactive situation. In a normal conversation only 

approximately twenty percent of the meaning is 
expressed through words; eighty percent is 
expressed through eye contact, vocal shifts, 
body language and so on. Even researchers 
questioning witnesses who are diligent to avoid 
leading questions often fail to avoid leading in 
these other ways. I was once sent a tape by a 
researcher to defend against my suggestion that 
the witness had been led. The tape was 
supposed to prove otherwise, but in my view 
proved me correct. The witness, under hypnosis, 
said he coutd see small people around him. The 
researcher asked for further information by 
asking : 1DO you mean people about three or four 
feet tall?' The witness agreed he did. But did the 
implied command under hypnosis re-direct the 
thinking of the witness? 

Like it or nott we have no world wide consensus as to 
what a UFO experience is or means. We do not really 
know what a UFO abduction is. Given all the 
stages from initial sighting or experience, through 
coming to terms with it, seeking out an 
investigator and trying to explain an experience 
there are many, many filters and barriers to true 
comprehension. Without a consensus as to what 
we are all involved with any understanding is 
fatally flawed. 

Of course some witnesses are traumatised by 
their experiences and they seek help and it is 
right that structures should exist to offer that 
help. But the question is still one of the quality 
and type of help offered. 

Experiments conducted : 

Some years ago a team of researchers from 
AS S AP ,  inc tuding myse f f ,  con ducted 
experiments to test the reliability of hypnosis. We 
used, I must stress, onJy researchers who had 
volunteered for the experiment and no actual 
experiencers. 
The first subject was T. He was in a very light 
trance state, just enough to Jet his imagination be 
creative. T had been part of a team that had 
'learned' the to,tally fabricated details of a race of 
tall aliens from Jupiter. Under hypnosis he was 
able to recall an abduction by these aliens, with 
graphic details of their encounter at Canary 
Wharf, on the River Thames, and a medical 
investigation by the aliens. Many of the details 
were not part of the original leamrng but were 
g enerated by fantasy during the recall. 
Impressions from the room also seemed to affect 
him. The aliens he described tumed out to be 
wearing cowboy boots; one of the people in the 
room was wearing cowboy boots. T would not 
have been able to see that person, but could 
presumably have heard the 'leather 12 



creaking ' of the boots, and he knew that this 
particular researcher was due to join us, and knew 
that he habitually wore cowboy boots. But somehow 
that knowtedge or those i,mpressions became 
incorporated into the recal l .  
A second experiment was designed to test how 
easily a witness couJd be 'tumed around• in their 
recal l .  Again , the •witness' - A - had learned the 
details of a false race of al iens, created to be very 
evi l and u npleasant. She described them as evil ,  
doing bad things. She had been asked to learn that 
she had suffered a very unpleasant rape-like trauma 
at the hands of the aliens. With sUght suggestions, 
at my written prompts A could not see, the hypnotist 
indicated a religious overtone to the event a nd a 
benign reason for the al ien intervention. He used 
words such as 'cathedral-like' to i ndicate size etc, 
graduaHy . creating a spiritua l  and pleasant 
atmosphere. Very easily A began to recall the a liens 
as frjendly and became quite comfortable with the 
abduction. In further parts of the experiment, which 
were admitted ly less clearly successful ,  it seemed 
that A was able to be influenced by body language 
and gestures even without words being used. For 
example,  she became more attracted to jdeas that 
•pleased' the ' investigator' - expressed by open 
hand gestures a nd moving forwards, than to ideas 
that 'offended' the investigator, demonstrated by 
closed gestures a nd moving away during recall .  
Al l  of this seemed to indicate that the attitude and 
beliefs of the researchers cou ld affect a great deal 
about even the witness' own understanding of the 
experience. 

Case Study: My own 'suppressed memory'. 

During my teenage I was a passionate, rr somewhat 
reckless, cyclist. I travelled al l  over the United 
Kingdom alone or with friends. Like most teenagers 
I had little regard for personal safety and no thought 
of danger. I was once stopped, by the poJice, near 
Marnhul l  in Salisbury after speeding down a one-in
three hil l :  they assured me they had 'clocked' me at 
sixty mi tes an hour and threatened to a rrest me. 
When I was sixteen I, inevitably , came unstuck. I 
was cycling from my then home in Kenton in 
Middlesex to wmesden to visit my grandmother. 
Cycling through Kingsbury, in north London, I was 
according to a witness .. going far too fast down 
Church lane when sudden ly I seemed to be 
distracted by a multi-note car horn (probabJy · 
directed at mel).  I tumed at just the wrong sptit 
second. Apparently at ful l  speed I hit the back of a 
parked car, flew over the handlebars, cleared two 
cars and finally landed face first on the pavement 
and unconscious. I was taken to Edgware General 
Hospital where I spent three days under observation 
for concussion. I had been Jucky. I had suffered a 
few physical injuries, several deep cuts around the 
eyes and on one ear, the skin on half my face 

scraped off and damage to the nerves around my 
mouth that, even today, mean that when I tal k  there 
is less mobil ity to the left side of my mouth. When I 
woke u p  in hospita l  I had little memory of anyth ing .  
In  fact I d idn't recognise my parents in the first few 
hours after the crash, and it was severai days 
before I cou ld remember any of the journey that had 
led to the accident. In the years since ,  mostly in the 
month s  immediately after the a ccident , I 
remembered detai ls of the joumey that day; they 
came back in stages. Firstly I could remember 
leaving the house, but not much more. Then I could 
remember some of the early part of the joumey,  but 
not the last roads. Finally I could remember turning 
into the road where I had the crash. Since that day 

· to now I cannot remember further. The last minute 
or so before the crash is a memory I cannot access. 
However I have been told what happened by a 
witness a nd I have a fairly vivid picture of it. The 
p roblem is that if I were regressed and recalled the 
crash I would be uncertain whether I was 
remembering (a) the real ity , (b) the description 
given to me by the witness or {c) some image of the 
whole thing that suits me. I feel it is at least probable 
that I would remember the basic incident as 
described to me but coloured by my own images of 
what I m ust have looked l ike that day. The reality is 
that there is probabJy no way that I cou ld ever be 
certain now, and that is the problem for close 
encounter witnesses. How do they •check up on• 
the ir own memories? 
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The UFO Encyclopaedia UFOs-The Definitive 
Casebook and Fifty Years of UFOs (with Anne 
Spencer) 
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Fans of science fiction 
writer Arth ur C. Clarke wi l l  
b e  pJeased to know that 

�-1SREIR Rendezvous With Rama is 
u about to be made into a 

big budget film starring 
Morgan Freeman .  

. Clarke's story was first 
, publ ished in  1 973 and 
describes the arrival of a 
g igantic 50km long a l ien 

worldship in the Solar System d u ring the 
22nd Century. A team of astron auts are sent 
to investigate and they fi nd their way inside 
the craft . . .  

Rama wil l  undoubtedly rely on digital special 
effects and the scafe of the story has 
probably prevented it from being filmed 
before now. I've a lways rated Rama as 
Clarke,s best book and hope it transfers wel l  
to the big screen.  

During 2000, Hollywood producers wil l  turn 
their attention towards the planet Mars a nd 
two major fi l ms are about to enter 
production .  The first is simply caUed Mars. lt 
concerns a catastrophic accident on the 
planet's surface d uring an early manned 
mission . Val Kil mer, Gary Oldma n  and Carrie 
Ann-Moss have been signed u p  to play the 
lead roles. Another film cal led Mission to 
Mars wil l  be directed by Brian DePalma a nd 
it is rumoured to contain some eleme nts of 
Alien. 

Battlestar Galactica becomes a screen 
movie starring Richard Hatch , although this  
isn't a new idea and about 20 years ago,  a 
handfu l  of episodes from the lV series were 
cobbled together i nto rather a du ll cinema 
release for UK audiences. This wi l l  not be 
the only resurrection of ancient lV materia l .  
Expect to see The Man From Uncle, 
Charl ie's Angels and Mission Impossible 
11 . Other fol low-ons a nd TV developments 
under discussion, are Raiders of the Lost 
Ark 4, Mad Max 4, Barbarella 2 , "  yet 
another Superman sequel ,  possibly starring 
Nicolas Cage and The Prisoner. 

Wesley Sni pes makes a second appearance 
as the vampire hunter in Blade 2, which 

shares a similar theme to the fairly 
1 5  

entertaining Ultraviolet series, shown recently o n  
British TV. 

Arnold Schwarzeneggerfs next fil m  is: 

Doe Savage -Man of Bronze based on the 1 930s 
comic strip hero and this will be fol lowed by the 
eagerly anti cjpated 

Terminator 3 -Armageddon, 
directed by James Cameron.  
Noth ing is currently known 
about the storyfine for T3 or for 
that matter the fifth Star Wars 
movie, (to be made i n  Austral ia) 
which might benefit from less 
emphasis on special  effects and 
a better script tha n  the last fi lm. · 

A forthcoming sei-fi movie that may prove too smart 
for a mass au<Jience is Cosm, starring Dustin 
Hoffman. and Angeta Bassett. Based on the 
bri l l iant 1 998 novel J)y sci-fi a uthor Gregory 
Benforq, (atgrofessor of physics) Cosm 
(MicroCoim).is a · tennis DIU sized u niverse, 
accidentally created at the RH IC,  (Relativistic 

. Heavy Ion .Colider) which is a real faci l ity, currently 
u nder construction.· · 

In the horrortlepartment, Stephen King fans can 
look forward to -a screen version of 

Desperation which tells the story of a g roup people 
who are trapped in a smal l  Nevada town ru n by a 
demonic potioe�n. Nick Nolte and Kevin Spacey 
hav� been. �gn�d to play the leading roles. A fi l m  
of KJng•s sao[t (by his standards) story, 

The Mist, is also in the pipeli ne, wh ich may star 
MichaeJ J. Fox. A strange fog descends over a 
sman American town and the l ocal ecology goes 
berserk. A ·grc:)Up of people are trapped inside a 
supermarket .• nd must find some means of escape. 
it 's some years since I read The Mist, although 1 
don 't rernerrib�r it being. one of his better stories .. 

An on� Hopkins  and Jodie Foster return in the 
long awaited seq el to Silence of the Lambs 
caned Hannibal, ich should do wel l  i n  terms of 
box office ,returns. 

'� . . � 
Two movies that deal with rel igion a·nd betiefare' 
bound . o prove controversial . The first has the 
working title :  



The Sky Is Falling which tel ls the tale of two priests 
on a n  archaeological  dig i n  the Middle East, who 
apparently discover proof that God does not exist. 
(Don't ask me how�) 
The second film cal led :  
The Body concerns the discovery of Christ's body, 

which religious leaders attempt to keep secret. 
New superstar Antonio Banderas plays the lead . 
Harrison Ford a nd Michelle Pfeiffer are due to play 
roles in a forthcoming film, wh ich contains efements 
of th · supetnaturaf called;." 
What Ues Beneath •. 

The Mothman Prophesies will be based on a 
series of unexpJained 1 960s sightings of large 
h u manokl moth-like creatures and UFOs around a 
town cal led Point Pleasant which is located on the 
Ohio-West Virginia State l ine. Directed by Carl 
Fra n kUn and starring Richard Gere, filming is 
expected to begin  in June 2000. This film i s  unJ ikely 
to fol low d ocumented events too closely. but it 
should generate a great deaf of pubrc interest. 
The long awaited�screen version of Wirtiam 
Gibson's,aWird winning cyberpunk novel 
Neuromanoer has reached the pre-production 
stage and filming wil l  beg in in  late 2000. 
Sylvester StaJione will lay Jack Carter in a rema e 
of the classic . 1 971 ewcastle upon Tyne gang�ter 
movie: 

-

Get Ca�)with Micbaef Caine (who starred in the 
origi nal film) taking a secondary role as h is sidekick. 
Not a lot of people know that! The 2 1 st Century 
version of this movie will be set in  a US city and 
d irected by Mike canton , who promises to g ive it a 
Pulp Fiction feel. Mike Hodges who made the 
original  Get Carter has been quoted as saying , 
"(this idea) shows a totar lack of imagination, and " I  
never u nderstand y people want to remake 
perfectly good films!" 
Stal lone is also expected to take the lead in  a fi lm 
with the working title: 
Fatalis Weird� which concerns dangerous animals 

on the loose in  Los Angeles a nd may have a 
supernatural the 
Little is bein g  said about the proposed re-make of 
Stanley Kubrick's infamous; 
A Clockwork Oran based on Anthony 

Burgess's 1962 novet·Personal ly , I can,t see it 
surviving  a relocation to America, but on the subject 
of the late Stanley Kubrick, he was worki ng on a 
sci-fi script with Brian Aldiss cal led: 

AI (Artificial Intell igence) 
which may now be made 
by Steven Spielberg . 
However, before starting 
on this project, Spielberg 
wm have to complete 

WMIII&Y 'S 

�� 
Minority Report, a Phi l ip 

� K. Dick's story which wi l l  
-...:::�::--:-_-- star Tom Cruise. The 

theme of Minority Report 
is that at some point in the future, 
governments will have the technological 
means to determine if individuals are about 
to commit crimes. Locking people up who 
haven't committed crimes? What a strange 
idea , who would ever consider doing that? 
In the political-action area, there wil l  be 
another "Jack Ryan" film based on Tom 
Clancy's novel The Sum of All Fears 
starring Harrison Ford . This time, Deputy 
CIA Director Jack Ryan must stop a group of 
Patestinian terrorists exploding a nuclear 
weapon. I read the first two h undred pages 
of this  book d u ri ng a transatlantic fl ig ht some 
years ago a nd final ly gave up on it. Cfancy's 
stories make pretty good films,  but in my 
opinion ,  the books are too long and over
descriptive for an easy read. I 'm sure he'd be 
real ly concerned to know that! 

Final ly , we can expect to see Kevin Costner 
in 13 Days which explores the Cuban Missile 
Crisis .  I wonder if it wiU have the same feel 
as JFK? lt would certainly be n ice to see 
Costner i n  something good for a change. 

Bill  Rose is a reg ular contributor 
to Strange Daze and he 

specialises i n  
aerospace matters. 

He has a degree in economics, 
several technical q ualifications 

and earns his l iving as a 
photojournalist. 
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True Grie[is he.v.ond expression 
DOES CON'SCIOUSNESS SURVIVE 
PHYSICAL DEATH? 

This question was very much on my mind 

during the Christmas of 1 997 whilst 

lbr�:.ws.mfl in .Dillons Bookstore looking 

new publications on the near·death 

experience (NDE), when I came across 

. Louis LaGrand's remarkab1e book entitled: 

Death Communication - Final Farewells 
purchased it immediately. . 

I was extremely moved by the way in which Dr. 
LaGrand addressed the poignant and sensitive issues 

· surrounding bereavement. He did this with a 
· com.passion and perception that reached the core of 
tentotions that people experience after the loss .of 
lsome1one whom they have loved. Through his work 
within the field of grief counse,Uin& he. has examined, 
in dept� the extraordinary experiences of people, who 
feel they have received communication from those 
loved ones, for whom they are grieving. These 

19  
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contact experiences come in many forms� such as seeing.. 
hearing or sensing the presence of the deceased Joved one 

and in many other fami l iar ways which 
involve all of the senses. A notable part 
of the equation here is that these 

contacts are also experienced by 
those who do not believe 
that consciousness 
survives death� and a 
central and revealing 
feature of these accounts is 
the spontaneity of 
communications, 
occurring when least 
expected and always very 
real and defined to the 
bereaved person. 

It is intriguing to note Dr. LaGrand' s observations that the 
Jiving pe.rson is not actively seeking to make contact 
the deceased and their experience does not involve a third 
party such as a psychic or medium. Res�chers have 
coined tbe term after ... death communication (ADC) in order 
to describe the diverse area of these extraordinary 

· phenomena. What is also significant is tbe fact 
throughout this book , Dr. LaGrand does not deny 
possibility of these experiences as being part of another 

reality. 



After-Death Communication (ADC) is an exciting 
new field of research which focuses on a variety of 
extraordinary experiences in which a person believes 
he or she has been spontaneously contacted by a 
deceased loved one. It is important to emphasize that 
the living person is not actively seeking to make 
contact with the deceased; the experience does not in 
any way involve a psychic.. Instead, it is the deceased 
(or the unconscious or per

h
aps a Supreme Being) who 

seems to reach out to the bereaved and in doing so 
provides much needed comfort and solace. Although a 
contact experience may occur at any time, it 
commonly takes place when one is grieving the death 
of a loved one and becomes the basis for the bereaved 
person to deal with the loss and go on with life. 

ADCs include sensing the presence of the deceased, 
feeling a touch, smelling a fragrance, hearing the voice 
or seeing the deceased, and meeting the loved one in a 
vision or dream. Messages are also received in 
symbolic ways, such as finding an object associated 
with the deceased, unusual appearances or behaviour 
of birds and animals, or other unexplainable 
happenings, which occur at or, shortly after the 
moment of death. Several combinations of the above 
phenomena may occur within weeks of the death or 

over a period of years. 

ADCs have a long and eventful history, but 
nature of the experience has caused many who 
feel they have had contact with the deceased to 
maintain their silence. They seldom share the 
experience with others out of fear that they ·would 
be considered in need of profess ional help. It is 
only, recently, with the openness displayed 
toward miracles, the paranormal, and near·-ae:atnt 
experiences, that people have been willing 
speak about these helpful contacts. '"'"''*"n<t'l1l 

Greeley, the well-known author and researcher 
the National Opinion Research Centre, found 
42% of adults responded in the affirmative 
asked whether they ''fe lt as though you 
really in touch with someone who 
died." (This figure does not include children who 
also report the experience.) It is estimated 
nearly fifty million have had a cotltac:tl 
experience. 

New interest in the phenomena has 
skyrocketed in both the general public and 
professional care giving circles. 

"Skeptics All" - see overleaf..-.. 
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In -�ite of its r�putation as the most powerful 
arbite1: of reality� it is nowhere written down 

... 
that sciefJce is the only er the best gate·way to 
lVhat is re� We invented the scientific method; 
it did not deroend from on high. 

.....::4rry Dossey, M .. D. in Healing Words 

We tend to delegate the spiritual to others who 
are more interested in it, or who we feel are 
perhaps better equipped. to deal with it. In 
reality: of course, the �spiritual ccrn tt be 
delegated. We all participate in it. lt is our very 
nature, the core of our humanity. 

-Rachel Naomi Remen, M.D. in. 
"Spirit: Resource of Healing," Noetic Sciences 
Review, Autumn 1988 

One duy when my wife · and I were on our 
way to visit friends, the topic of the 
eAiraordinary came up in our conversation. I 
proceeded to tell her about the �'visit" that the 
world-renowned psychiatrist Elisabeth Kubler
Ross had from a patient who had died ten 
months earlier. As Kubler ... Ross tells the story, 
she was about to quit her work of giving 
seminars on dying and death for caregivers at 
the University of Chicago, and possibly 
discontinue this phase of her \Vork permanently 
when she had this experience. Her former 
patient '"visited" her for t\V'o reasons-to thank 
her for all she had done for the deceased person 
when she was alive, and to implore Kubler-Ross 
not to stop the vital work she was doing in the 
field of death and dying. Kubler-Ross at first 
wondered if the experience was the result of 

'"'""'·II"V1""'"- too hard or having seen too many scl1l1ZCJ�prurentc 
patients. However, realizing that nobody would believe 
her about what was happening, she asked her "visitor" to 
\llrite a note to a mutual friend. She obliged, wrote, and 
signed the note. 

On concluding the story my wife looked at me and 
said, 'Do you expect me to believe that a deceased 
woman came back and wrote a note as proof of her 
existence for this psychiatrist?'' ' Well," I sai� �'that's up 
to you. .. 

We are all skeptics by nature. At times, we all 
question the validity or authenticity o f  something, which 
has been presented as truth. Some people are skeptical of 
anything that is presented to them as "the real truth." 
Certainly, we all have our doubts about a variety of 
topics in many fields of study-philosophy, sociology or 
psychology, to name a few. And within each of those 
disciplines we may doubt specific theories or doctrines 
and embrace others. Some of us may be skeptical of the 
infallibility of the Pope in Church matters the sincerity 
of o"ners of professional athletic teams or the reality of 
the id, ego and superego. Others of us may be skeptical 
of the near-death experience the validity of aptitude or 
IQ measurements or the ,existence o f  the Bermuda 
Triangle. Skeptical opposition to the supposedly . 
unscientific field of parapsychology abounds, even 
though in 1 969 the Parapsychological Association was 
granted affiliate membership in the American 
Association for Advancement of Science, Of course, the 
same natural skepticism is quite obvious among 
scientists themselves when they do not agree with a" new 
theoretical model introduced in their specialty field. 

The Making of a Hard-Core Skeptic 

No one is immune to skepticism. It is a 
,_,. ... .... � � product of o ur deductive reasoning 
abilities. However, some skeptics become 
excessively rigid and unbe_nding. The 
point of concern is this: How do we 
become skeptics about a subject, 
particularly one as controversial as the 
spontaneous contact by a deceased loved 
one, and how can we balance our 
skepticism? In a single word, the answer is 
our perceptions-the way we grasp a 
given subject. It. is our world view· our 
paradigm. Interestingly, once we change 
our paradigm or worldview, we change 
our attitudes and beliefs about a given 
subject. 
What are perceptions and how do we 
come by them? Perceptions �are the 
personal meaning we give to an 



I nteresti n g ly, 
once we 

cha n ge o u r  
pa ra d igm or 
worldview, 
we cha nge 

our attitudes 
a nd bel iefs 

a bout a g iven 
s u bject. 

o b s e r v a t i o n  o r  a n  
experience. And perceptions 
are highly variable because, 
although we all see with our 
eyes, we perceive \-Vith our 
brains. That is \vhy two 
individuals can look at the 
same object or experience 
and perceive it quite 

. differently. Recently�. for 
example, a dear friend of 
mine was about to make a 
t e lepho ne call to a 
prospective , employer to 
follow up· . on an earlier 
inquiry her son had made for 
a part-time job. As she was 

looking up the number, the telephone rang. It was the 
potential employer wanting to speak to her son. Her 
immediate response was: "How about that for telepathic 
communication?" Her son countered with the view that it 
was just plain coincidence. They had both shared a 
common event but they had perceived it differently. No 
tVv·o people perceive the same event in exactly the same 
way. We all see the '-''Orld through our own lenses. 

There are several factors which play prominent roles 
in the development of the way we perceive an event or an 
experience, including the length of time a person has 
lived (age usually affects the meaning one attaches to an, 
event), the self-concept (how one feels about the seli 
good or bad, positive or negative), immediate .needs 
(whether or not what you are perceiving tills a present 
need), past experiences (all of the opportunities one has 
had to perceive as part of his/her cultural heritage) the 
nature of the physical organism (we see things quite 
differently when we are sick than when we are well, and 
we are all very different at the cellular level), and finally, 
the experience of threat. I All of these factors help shape 
how one gives personal meaning to an extraordinary or 
paranormal event. .B.ecause threat (fear) most 
dramatically influences perception, let's ,examine how 
threatening circumstances aid in the development of 
hard-core skepticism. · 

Threat hinders perce.ption; it narrows the focus of 
observatio� ;creating a tunnel visioq of sorts. Thus, we 
consciously (and sometimes unconsCiously) refuse to be 
open to alternative explarlations. Y/e limit awareness. For 
example, if you fear wat� an� are told you must take a 
swimming course, your fear will reduce your awareness 
of the mechanics of any swimming stroke that the 
instructor is trying to teach you. The result is predictable: 
ou will find many excuses not to attend class-you have 

a cola: you forgot your bathing suit, or (if you are a 
female), you are having your period. In all of this, the 

focus is sWitched from learning to swim to doing 
everything to stay out of the dreaded water. 
Bec�use fear is the major catalyst of tbteat� it too 
is �onsciously or unconsciously the ce� 
attention. In either case, it is damaging 10 gro\Vth 
and the development of new awareness and 
knowledge about any topic. Most importantly, 
fear eliminates openness to the new. 

Science is sometimes threatened by that 
which it cannot explain or does not understand . 
Furthermore, there is a genuine fear among some 
medical professionals, scientists, and even 
counsellors that their close!y guarded view 
reality might crumble. Yet, the likes of Pasteur, 
Salk, Einstein, and thousands of others have had 
to deal with their fears associated with forging 
into uncharted waters and were able to manage 
their dilemmaS. The unexplainable was not shut 
out; it was given careful consideration. 
We all have our fears, which distort the way we 
perceive certain life events. In many instances, 
threats to ·deeply held beliefs cause people on 
both sides of an issue to become dogmatic and 
demanding-a defence against the possibility o 
c�e and the apprehension, which is so often 
inherent in giving up the old for the new. Author 
.and physician Melvin Morse suggests that the 
insensitivity of some physicians to death-related 
visions is the result of their fear of criticism and 
loss of control. That is, they cannot control the 
arrival or departure of death-related phenomena.2 

Probably the most influential factor of all 
in the way we perceive any event is our 
system. What we believe to be true affects 
everything we do, and there are many 
unconscious beliefs we are not aware of that 
affect our behaviour. In fact, there is much 
evidence to suggest that more of our daily mental 
activity takes place on an unconscious level than 
on a conscious one.s These unconscious beliefs 
are ingrained early in life and heavily influence 
perceptions and our actions. Consider the 
following unconscious beliefs associated with 
grieving: 

Grief should be brief. 
Controlling the expression of sorrow is essentiaL 
Crying is a sign of weakness. 
Women are expected to be emotional. 
Men must 'be strong." 

Medicine and psychology have sho'Wll over 
and over again that beliefs also strongly affect 
our biology. Gerontologists, for example, have 
changed the beliefs of many elderly people, 
encouraging them to refrain from sedentary 
lifestyles and remain active. The result is a 
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reduction in the loss of skeletal and muscle tissue. 
Further evidence of the reality that belief affects 
biology is a study of cancer patients in 
Birmingham, England, who were informed that the 
chemotherapy they were to receive would cause 
loss of hair. Unknowingly, a number of  patie nts 
were given a placebo of no medicinal value, yet all 
suffered hair lossA In fact, the field of 
psychoneuroimmuno logy-· ·  the study of the 
relationship between the brain, the endocrine 
system, and the immune system-shows that what 
we think affects the viability of the immune system 
as well as every cell in the body. 

Culture and the Skeptic 

Especially when it comes to examining 
extraordinary phenomena, . beliefs which the 
culture imprints below the level of conscious 
awareness-·· like seeing is believing-play a 

· leading role in how we perceive and ultimately 
an event. For example, even though our 

senses do play tricks on us at times, most people 
are still led to believe, sometimes erroneously, that 
reality is that which can be seen. 

It is commonly accepted that Western 
civilization is particularly oriented toward 
scientism and naturalism . Indee·<L we have made 
huge strides forward in all fields of endeavour 
because of the scientific method. Belief in it is 
thoroughly ingrained in each of us. How did that 
come aoout? 

A major player in the 
t h r u s t o f  

transfo rn1ing 
society from 
the strict 

authoritarianism of the Middle Ages to the equally 
strict scientific method we know today was the canon 
and lawyer Nicolaus Copernicus. The Copernican 
Revolution (not to minimize the contributions of 
Galileo and Kepler) challenged the o ld belief that the 
earth was the centre of the universe and ultimately 
showed that the earth revolved around the sun. More 
important to our discussion, this discovery, among 
others, was the beginning of the rapid swing of the 
pendulum away from ancient authority and the old 
way of looking at the universe. This swing also 
brought about a change in critical beliefs about the role 
of Providence in the creation of the universe, the 
occurrence of miracles and the possibi lity of 
supernatural or unseen phenomena. 

In the past, contact experiences-visions, voices 
apparitions, unexplained happenings-were 
quite normally accepted. For example, in 
the tradition of the prophets in both 
the Old and New Testaments 
what we now call the 
extraordinary or the 
paranormal was 
considered quite 
n o r ma l  

"Perceptions are the personal , 
meaning we g ive to an 
observation or  an experience. 

· 

And perceptions are h ig h ly 
variable because, a lthough  
we al l  see with our eyes, we 
perceive with our bra ins .  



communicating with Divine Providence. In this vein, 
consider when Paul was about to be shipwrecked on 
his voyage to Rome. 

With the Adriatic S ea erupting in tumultuous waves 
an angel appeared and told him that God granted safety 
to him and all who sailed with him. The ship was 
destroyed, but not one of the 276 people on board 
perished. Then there is the account of Joseph and Mary 
fleeing to Egypt, having been warned in a dream that 
Herod wanted to kill the Christ child. Spontaneous 
appearances of angels, prophetic dreams, unusual 
signs, or voices heard were constant forms of 
communication. For some, mystical experiences of 
various kinds were actively sought after. 

However, as the scientific pendulum picked up 
speed with the publication of Descartes' Discourse on . 

Method, it also picked up and strengthened the 
belief that truth and authority are only 

found in direct systematic observation 
and experimentation. Assumptionst 

anecdotal data, and the spiritual 
nature of people and the 

universe did not fit the 
scientific view of reality. A 
new the.me was gradually · 

adopted, one that asserted 
we are not spiritual 
beings; we are physical 

� beings with anomalies 
science has yet to explain. In 
the late sixteenth and early 

seventeenth centuries the new 
belief structure fashioned by the 

scientific method took on additional 
potency by branding all which could not be 
systematically observed and categorized as 
either nonexistent or the work of devious 
men trying to trick a gullible public . 

The swing of any pendulum commonly goes 
to extremes. And the swing from church 
authority to scientific authority was bound 
to bring abuses. One of the most serious was 

the loss of the importance of mystery faith, and 
the acceptance of the extraordinary. There has 
been no place for that which cannot be 
systematically observed, such as a vision or an 
apparition. Because science would not allow for 
any phenomena which would transcend space 
and time, miracles were no\\' forbidden to exist. 1 
Ont• h isto rian S4t� s hl u n tl� t ha t  tfu: sdcn l  ifk 
n·\ olution \\ as ··ttu: m ost m o nH·n tous m uhtt ion 
i n  h u m a n  a ffai rs sinl'<.' t hl' �t<h l'n t  of a g ric u l t u rt• 
o r  t ht· da'' n of eh i l iza t ion.�·5 

Whenever the collective belief is that an event is 
fictitious, it is very difficult for an individual not 
to conform and go along -with the prevailing 
winds of disbelief. 11) our society, science has a 
monopolistic claim to knowledge. 

Why the Unseen Is So Hard to Believe 

Is there only one reality? As a society we 
have minimized, indeed forgotten and expunged, 
the huge untapped resource of the unseen for 
healing and renewal in daily life. The beliefs 
accompanying this loss have been passed do\\rn 
from generation to generation, affecting the way 
we perceive any unproven or un·provable event. 
Consider for a moment a common response to 
the following: Telepathy, clairvoyance , 

psychokinesis, and precognition. What is your 
initial reaction to reading these words? Do they 
strike you as being unscientific, occult, 
mysterious or strange? Do you immediately feel 

"That is why two 
i nd ividuals can look at the 
same object or experience 

and 
perceive it qu ite d ifferently. " 



a less-than;..open attitude toward the processes the field ofthe extraordinary (or the paranormal, if you 
they represent? Not infrequently, such attitudes prefer the term) has been riddled with trickery, deceit, 
are a product of the sub-conscious resistance · misrepresentation, and misunderstanding. And, as in 
toward the unseen inherent in the beliefs of most fields of study it has its share of incompetence, 
Western society. And I would be one of the first overgeneralization, and self .. deception. 
to admit that it is no easy task to change those You will not have t�l· seateh far .. to · find chican�: ... 
ingrained resistances. �11:� b;>oks �P·"'J!�Sycho fogy give ample c�rage 

Some of those resistances are reinforced by �to4:he"'fucfthat· ffaud in this area has been a fact of life 
the media, which has sensationalized the especially in the early history of the study of unusual 
extraordinary for entertainment and profit. pllenomena.6 Many Society for Psychical Research 
Credibility is strained as contact experiences are (�_;PR) investigators exposed the fraud and deception of 
portrayed in grossly distorted fashion. At the time those who purported to have had extraordinary 
I am writing this even one of the popular � experiences. The SPR's mission has always been to 
daytime soap opera shows is featuring a story investigate the extraordinary within a strictly scientific 
line in which one of the characters is regularly,, 'frame"'ork. At times� it seems the SPR s research 
visited by his deceased wife, who is upset by his '"designs llave been too rigid as they try to appease the 
new romantic interest. .� skeptics� (For example, many high-quality experiences 

Every society has its way of programming its submitted for research purposes have been discarded 
members, which is why each country possesses because of time lapses between the time they occurred 
very strong beliefs about what is important and and they were reported.) However, in recent times, 
valuable. It is the cultural programming · there are a number of organized groups 
of values� beliefs, and traditions \vhich (like the Committee for the Scientific 
causes conflict among countries . Invest ig at io n o f  C laims o f  t he 
Generally, the citizens of each country Paranormal, a not-for-profit scientific 
believe that what they have been taught and" educational organization) which 
is the way it should be evel)where. We zealously point out the fau,lts in some 
often forget we are wearing these . reports-sometimes by means which are 
cultural lenses, and our way becomes, themselves suspect. As a result of this 
to us, the only way of looking at life. fraudulent history and the demand for 
sho� it can be argued that we are all in evidence . far exceed ing standards 
a cultural trance of sorts and it take'S required � ,of  other discipl ines, the 
concerted effort to break the tran�e. likelihood of the scientific community 
Consequently, the cultural ethic in the , demeaning any type o f  extraordinary 
mind o f  Americans that regards phenomena-� well as those reporting 
extraordinary phenomena · as ®ing it-is naturally· increased. Ho-w·ever, as 
nonexistent is strong. Indeed, it is'just with most contro-versial issues, there are 
as strong as our beliefs in individual various degrees of troth, half-truths and 
freedom and due process under the law. We have lies to be dealt with, not the leastwof which are the host 
learned our lessons well in mattY ways and are of statistics and evidence purport�ly sho\-ving proof 
closed off to the possibility ihat non-physica..l for or against the validity of the phenomena. Of 
reality may be as genuine as !l!sisal:reality. cour�� scientists are not �mupe from supporting their 

� ., · . . , .. 
- pet hjtpotheses with less� than-qUality"' work either. 

Extensive c·l .. . . "' .. 1J?ef;ime�ta1 Jte��ch�,,�""""'Ihey . .,,haYe to deal with the occupatioDal hazards of 
and anthropological observations have provided · ambitio11; greed, and jealousy just like those in other 

rther support for the hypothesis that to' some lines of work. Both science and parapsychology are 
· degree we only see what our culture tells us we only as reliable as those who apply their methods. It is 
can see1 only know what our society tells us we clear that either side can sometimes be found 
can know. sacrificing truth on the altar of notoriety. 

-Willis Harman & Howard Rheingold, What I am getting at is that it may well be impossible Higher Creativity. to obtain scientific evidence to say unequivocally that Los Angeles: Jeremy P. Tarcher, 1 984 the contact experience is, beyond a shadow of a doubt, 
The negative image of the unseen has been ·reinforced through the years by the uncovering of 
fraudulent behaviour by unscrupulous pretenders. 

It is important to recognize at the outset that 
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true. Unfortunately� but undeniably, the evasiveness of 
the contact experience is another reason mainstream 
scientists have shunned investigation of the· 
phenomena. Who is ever going tQ _ · pyll off' an 

ox� .. x;.;� 91llS!''""""" 



apparition in a laboratory setting? Who will be able to 
obtain the cooperation of a deceased husband to talk to 
his widow with researchers standing by in white coats 
with pencils poised? As they say in Missouri-show 
me. I regret to say at this time that such a demand 
.cannot , met, and probably never will be. So some 
individuals �""v-111 always looK: at 'those reporting 
extraordinary events with a jaundiced eye; -and view the�'", 
events as simply captivating tales. It is a prejudice 
deeply based in cultural consensus. 

Balancing Your Skepticism 
But what about those who are on the fringes of 
believing, who are unsure, who are open to the 
possibility that some of the bereaved may be 
experiencing something that is real, that maybe they 
�'know" something that we can't yet fathom? The 
decision to be open about those possibilities is the most 
important single step you can take toward 
understanding such ex-periences. Keep in mind that the 
attitudes and beliefs of the people you live and work 
with have a major impact on your own beliefs when it 
comes to subjects that cannot be easily explained. The 
power of suggestion is a potent force. So \ve have to 
cotmter those influences and introduce alternative · 

explanations. 
Even if you are a full-blown skeptic , who insists. that 
there is no evidence to support the existence of the 
unexplainable, let me recommend where you can start 
to make progress on coming to a more reasoned 
judgment about the unusual experiences of the 
bereaved. It all begins by being open to the possibility 
that the phenomena can be explained. As Goethe, 

Germany' s  gifted man of letters, put it: "Man must 
cling to his faith that the incomprehensible is 
comprehensible, else he would cease to investigate."7It 
is good to be skeptical, but not to be over-come by 
skepticism. 

In the opposite vein, the same over-identification 
happens to some people who think they bave had a 
contact experience �"hen they have not, or who belieye 
that all unusual experiences are' supernatural in, origill. 
For example, some people have reported apparitions. 
which on investigation have turned out to be nothing 
more than shadows or reflections off o f  shiny surfaces. 
They build on their biases and close off any reasonable 
discussions to the contrary, and their reasoning 
becomes heavily biased without their being fully aware 
of it. 

So to avoid both traps you need to start from the 
�ttom and build. How? First and foremost, do your 
homework. Become as fully informed about the content 
and. meaning pf ;the contact experience as you can. 

Once we become fully aware of perceptions other 
than our own, we often find some things we can 
agree on. Read a number of research reports on 
the subject. You will be surprised that although · 

there is some questionable data bandied about, a 
number of studies are reputable and deserve 
serious consideration. The American and British 

\Societies for Psychical Research have several 
thousand cases of every description in their 

· � Brchives, many well documented and they will 
provide some of the most interesting reading in 
this regard. Make it a point to read Human 
Personality and Its Survival of Bodily Death by F 
W. ··H. Myers Hauntings and Apparitions by 
Andrew Mackenzie, and Parting Visions by 
Melvin Morse. These books will provide material 
that will suggest lots of new questions for you to 
consider. See the suggested readings section at 
the end of the book for additional information. 
Then you will be in a much better position to 
make a decision about the authenticity of contact 
experiences ftom a new frame of reference. 

Next, make every attempt to locate and speak 
with someone who has reported a contact 
e�'])erience. Start first within your o-wn family 
and with your relatives. · You may be surprised 
that someone in your family has had an 
experience but has been afraid to share it within 
the family, since there is always the fear of being 
branded too far out or too imaginative. 

In my own family, my twin sisters finally told 
me after fift.een years that a da.>t or two before my 
mother died, they both saw a dark cloud over her 
bead as they saw her working at a crafts fair in 
our town. It was, to say .. the least� a strange 
premonition of her death, smce the cloud was not 
seen by anyone else and was there only 
momentarily before suddenly .disappearing. Was 
it a premonition, a sign? Did it occur so that they 
would later be able to deal with, her death in a 
more healthy manner because they . were very 
close to her? (�ome people who 'liteceive a 
premonition of .�� type believe it to be a 

- 'privilegea sign which reinforces their belief in an 
afterlife and,= a Supreme Intelligence.) Or was it 
simply their imaginations working overtime
and at the same time? And why did only the two 
of them see whatever it was? It is well known 
that twins often possess psychic ability. 
However, neither of them offered to tell me about 
their experiences until I told one of them that I 
'vas gathering data on unusual experiences of the 
bereaved. Then they knew I was safe to talk to. 
To say the least, I felt bad I was not told of this 
when it happened) yet I could understand 
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their motivation for maintaining their silence. 
After checking in your ovvn social circle, try 

fmding a counsellor or c lergyperson you may 
know. Ask if they have had people who have 
reported extraordinary events when grieving. Try 
to obtain their opinions about what they believe 

· they have seen. The more you can become 
informed, the more you may be able to partially 
balance the one-sided view which we all so easily 
pick up, and which closes the mind to the 
possibility that the unseen is a viable reality. 

You can ask if someone who works in or is a 
volunteer for a hospice has heard any unusual 
stories about the bereaved. Hospices provide 
follow-up care for the families of people who die 
in their care by way of ongoing bereavement 
support groups. Open discussion of unusual 
events is encouraged. Of course, your efforts in 
this regard · will only provide anecdotal data, 
which is not considered as evidence of anything. 

onetheless, you will at least get an idea of the 
variety of experiences reported, which will raise 
more questions in your mind than provide 
answers. That's good because additional 
questions will spur you on to seek more data 
upon which reasoned decisions can be made. 

Also consider this: A huge database has been 
generated (see Chapter 2) through the millions of 
people who report a variety of extraordinary 
experiences concerning deceased loved ones. 
Isn't that enough to say, "Let's take a· closer look 
at what's going on out there?" There is no 
question that people have extraordinary contact 
experiences, and other not-easy-to-explain 
experiences as well. Let's not close our eyes and 
say that the phenomenon is impossible to 
experience. Use the scientific method to 
acknowledge there is something going on that 
science can't pinpoint but which is, to use their 
language, a major anomaly to be studied. 

The Seen vs. the Unseen 
One of the most critical factors in denying the 

existence of any type of difficult ... to- explain 
activity, whether it be psychic ability or contact 
experiences, is the overvaluation of material or 
physical phenomena. From birth to old age we 
are ceaselessly subjected to a constant barrage of 
visual imagery from the environment in which 
we live. The abundance of movies television, 
billboard advertisements pictures, video games, 
and the glittering decor of the cities is both 

attractive and eye-catching. This persistent 
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one-dimensional view of reality becomes an integral 
part of our lifestyles highlighting the importance of 

· physical reality while minimizing the possibility of 
other realities. We are engulfed with media hype from 
all sides. As mentioned earlier, it is that same media 
which, as part of its entertainment goals, has distorted 
extraordinary phenomena, adding a fairy tale 
dimension. 

This exclusive focus of our society on physic-al 
reality is self-reinforcing. The need to see measure, 
weigh, and touch that which one thinks is real becomes 
the sole criteria for deciding what to believe. Our 
orientation to physical reality significantly limits our 
awareness of: and participation � the spiritual 
development of our humanity. Let's illustrate this in 
the following way. For comparison purposes consider 
the two lists below: 

Obviously, the lists are abbreviated. Nonetheless, 
the topics in the left .. hand column are very much a part 
of our physical orientation, while those on the right 
cannot be accurately measured. I dare say that many 
people utilize some of the items in the right-hand 
column on a daily basis, or turn to non-physical reality 
when dealing with persistent problems and to enrich 
their lives. For example, millions of  people 
successfully use visualization techniques in coping 
with stress, or as motivation to achieve a specific goat 
In fact, we often utilize that which is invisible and 
difficult to measure and receive tangible and visible 
rewards for our efforts. Consider the many scientific 
studies on the efficacy of prayer found in the highly 
regarded book Healing Words, written by a physician 
. who has observed that simply put, prayer works. Yet 
some scientists still scoff at the possibility that prayer 
could affect the healing of someone miles away. 

Non-physical factors among others) lead to the 
development of our often .. neglected spiritual side. 
Surely, the reassuring presence of non-physical reality 
bolsters faith and the motivation to go on in the face of 
loss. Actually both of the columns are simply a 
beginning description of the totality of each person-



we are not merely physical beings, but rather both 
physical and spiritual. French philosopher and mystic 
Teilhard de Chardin put it this way: 

" We are not human beings having a spiritual 
experience we are spiritual beings having a human 
experience ''. 

Indeed, the nature and quality of physical reality is 
a direct reflection of the degree to which the non
physical is embraced. 

There is a question o f  profound significance to ask 
ourselves: Is the materialistic scientific worldview an 
adequate view of reality? A second and related 
question o f  consequence is: Does gender play a part in 
the overemphasis on physical reality? Let's begin with 
the second question, which will lead us back to the 
first. It may be of more than passing significance that 
the most vociferous o f  skeptics happen to be males 
(who are also seldom seen at support groups for the 
bereaved). Men have lost a great deal o f  their feminine 
side, that sense of mystery and awe in the presence of 
the unkno\Vtl, and there is too much mystery in each of 

· us that is not fully understood to calmly accept the 
thesis that the materialistic worldview is the only 
answer to the question of our nature. We possess what 
appears to be a variety o f  puzzling abilities, yet at the 
present time I am inclined to believe that there are far 
fewer contact experiences reported by men because 
they are less willing to recognize and share their 
experiences for fear of damaging the false image of 
strength imposed by society. There are few males 
willing to say, ''Yes, I 've had a spiritual ex-perience. 

Regrettably, we are very uneasy about mystery· we 
have trouble accepting or · dealing with it due to our 
orientation toward clear-cut matter-of-fact answers. 
That is why labelling contact phenomena an illusion, a 
hallucination, or a chance occurrence gives a sense of 
security and control; we have a formula to ex'J'lain the 

unknown. But mystery is part of the richness 
life, and labelling limits the awareness 
mystery: it narrows our vision. The perennial 
problem o f  language is that by labelling we 
prejudge and assume. What is becoming clear to 
many people is that the conventional model of 
reality does not fully address actual experienQe.. 

The dilemma of mystery and our spiritual 
malnutrition is exacerbated by pre-occupation ·  

with the material world. In A Return to Love, 
author Marianne Wil liamson put it another way 
when she wrote 

"We overvalue what we perceive with our 
physical senses, and we undervalue what we 
know to be true in our hearts."& 

What we know to be true in our hearts is 
often not amenable to scientific study, but that 
does not necessarily make it less valid in our 
experiential world. In fact, knowledge of the 
heart is more embracing and inescapable than 
scientific knowledge. 

Ask members of the medical profession what 
happens when you cover one eye for a period 
time, and they will respond that the remaining 
eye becomes stronger and dominates the scene. 
The subject also loses their depth perception. 
That is exactly what has happened with our 
covering of the subjective and spiritual side o 
our being-we are dominated by physical 
imagery and have lost touch vvith the depths 
our beings, our spiritual selves-greatly 
diminishing the true nature of our humanity. We 
have two selves which naturally coalesce unless 
they are purposely kept separated. If we are to 
attempt to reduce our dogmatic skepticism and 
open ourselves to explanations that cannot fully 
carry the scientific seal of approval, it is 
necessary to surrender some of our personal 
resistance and let our defences do\Vll. Robert 
Jahn and Brenda Dunne, in Margins of Reality, 
have rightly suggested that extraor4inary claims 
demand extraordinary proot: but they fo How this 
suggestion with an important adn1onition: 

Nonetheless, that same science, and that 
same psyche, must have the openness of mind 
the humility in the face of empirical evidence, 



and the flexibility of spirit to accommodate to for the potential healing benefits to the bereaved, let us 
n e w  info rma tion wh e n  s u c h  is take that first step of exploring the wide range of their 
incontrovertibly presented, for therein lies the extraordinary experiences with a pragmatic view. In so 
only route for their vital growth and doing, we will be gathering data which may break the 
maturation. 9 logjam between believers and unbelievers. After all, as . 
If transformation occurs in the lives of many Dr. Larry Dossey stated in the opening quote of this 

of the bereaved who have a ----------... chapter, 'It is nowhere written down that 
co ntact experience-and it science is the only or best gateway to 
obviously does, as we have what is real. ' 
witnessed in the preceding 
chapters-then regardless of our 
preconceived notions aoout cause, 
let's muster that "humility in the 
face of empirical evidence" and 
begin the search for the how and 
why. 

To sum up, there are five key 
points to be restated in view Qf the 
frrmly entrenched skepticism that 
engulfs the extraordinary in 
genera l  and  t he c o ntact 
experience in particular and 
thereby eliminates the healthful 
effects for the bereaved. First .. the M 
personal meaning we give t� an t 
experience is based on several 1 
factors, not the least of which is 
the d o minant sc ient i fi c  
orientation of the culture, 
particularly when it comes to 
addressing the topic of the 
extraordinary. Second, fear 
and the perception of threat 
reduce awareness and the 
ability of many hard-core --�-�� 
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Lourdes in Venice, Florida. openness to the possibility that 

the contact experience is something other than 
the product of overactive imaginations or people 
"in need.'' Again, the consequences for the 
bereaved can be damaging when the significant 
people in their lives trivialize such a meaningful 
event. Third, just because the contact experience 
cannot be systematically observed and 
authenticated it should not be categorically 
ignored nor should it automatically imply that 
many of these experiences are not real. Fourth, 
each of us can develop a healthy questioning 
attitude about the contact experience by first 
doing our homework and finding out all we can 
from the most reliable sources. And finally, the 
overemphasis on and the overvaluing of physical 
reality puts us at a disadvantage by minimlzing 
the spiritual dimension and the mystery which is 

an integral part of every individual. If only 
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The JMSI projqun4 puWe ofall is 
the fact tht14 whllleVer we may 

experient:e mentally, time does not 
pass, 1t0r does there exist a past, 

(Jresem, qr future. In its place is an , 
existence of numy universes, 

overlapping 4t their �edges,, where 
'time' as we undet'Skmd it is an 

irreleva11.ce . .. ..  � . .. . .  

Professor Paul ,Du:vies, 
Other Wqr/ds. 
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In the previous article, which encompassed extracts 
from After Death Communication - Final Fare·wells, Dr. 
LaGrand looked at the beliefs and scepticism 
surrounding claims of extraordinary contact experiences 
in bereavement. In order to illustrate this further I would 
like to take the reader one step beyond and into these 
realms from a first band account of after death 

�· communication ,,and the complexif es of our view of 
reality. 

These experiences were related to me by Patriciat who 
also has a curious and unusual story to tell relating to a 

possible haunting in a hotel in the Cheltenham 
area, whilst staying there in 1996. 

Let us begin the journey that will take us through 
many future issues of Strange Daze. 

The lady concerned in the following reports has 
had many unusual experiences which have 
occurred intermittently during her life. She was 
married to an RAF officer and has travelled 
extensively because of this. She is a do\\t:n-to
earth, sensible and practical lady who takes these 
experiences and anomalous events in her life very 
much in her stride. She does not particularly 
examine the nature of what may be happening or 
concern herself with · why she has experienced 
these events. She accepts them as part of her life 
and feels that. they occur in some way that she 
has yet to understand. However she does not 
dismiss the reality of these events, and the 
possibility that there is an interaction \\�th those 
other worlds' that maybe operating outside the 

framework of our perception of reality. 

This lady is well known to me and I have heard 
of many curious incidents in her life, which she 
has related from time to time. She neither dwells 
on these unusual experiences, but nor does she 
discount them. She appears to integrate them 
into her life and just gets on with day-to-day 
living. . The following is a transcript of her 
account of these compelling events. 

PATRICIA'S STORY . . . . . . . .  . 

I was invited to join some old American friends 
of mine as their guest. I was to stay with them at 
a hotel just outside of Cheltenham in 
Gloucestershire in May of 1996. It was a very 
old hotel from the thirteenth century. When 1 
arrived in the afternoon I was given my room 
number, which was nineteen and made my way 
up the stairs to unpack my luggage etc. lt was on 
the second floor, but there were no lifts as it was 
a very old hotel. The stairs were just like going 
up into a turret and as I walked up these stairs, 
which seemed to be very blea� being so old and 
in stone, I sensed . . .  peculiarly . . .  I sensed as 
though someone was behind me and I wasn 't very 
happy as I walked up the stairs. 1 thought. �this 
is ridiculous '1 but there was some kind of 
pressure as 1 walked up the stairs, which I had to 
do slowly because they were shaped like that. 
You couldn �� dash up the turret stairs, 
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because they were alvkward 
climb. 

I went into my room to unz1ac.�e� 
all my things and I can �� ex:t�lall�l 
exactly in l-t�rds . . . .  but . . . .  I 
uneasy in the room. I didn 

· ·- know the reason why, as there 
was nothing there to upset me� 
but I just felt veT}' uneasy in 

· room> which was very un1usu:at1 
for me. I unpacked all my tht,,cr�• 
then came downstairs and 
went out and then we had 
dinner together. When I 
upstairs later in the evening 
retire� I still sensed so11netlntn:2'l 
peculiar. It lf'aS before mittnir.'Thtl 
at this time and when 1 ·went 
open the wardrobe door, 
hesitated before opening it, 

· which was rather strange 
· because 1 thought, . 'why am 
hesitating, it �s only a wardrobe ', 
but I felt as though there 
some presence there. I n ·n.t:u ... ..,,,.. 

the wardrobe, there was no;thiJI1Q'I 
there, so I put my clothes away, 
shut the door and went to bed 

. My bed »-as against wall 
was a single bed I went off 
sleep and I l·vas att'akened by · 
terrific force on my back. I 
turned tolt'Ords the wall in 
bed and I woke up lvith 
terrific pressure on my back, 
""''",.'��" and pushing me in a 
unpleasant way and l was 
+Yil"lr��ttnned and thought, 'dear 
what is going on? '. Because 
was my first night in the room, 
had to collect my thoughts as 

· where the lights were and 
remembered that there was 
light there somewhere 
up, high above and to the side 
the bed where 1 was sleeping. 
took great courage, I have 
say, to find the light and put 
on, because l was petrified 
turn because of the pressure 

, my back, which was 
. hurting me. I put the light 
·
and very reluctantly 



round . . . . .  and there was NOTHING there. After putting the 
light on the pressure dispersed I was definitely awake, 
because when awakened . . .  and I am sure it was that that 
made me awaken .. .  I felt (can I be imagining this ', but I 
was quite well awake and it continued . . .  this pressure . . . .  
and I was really quite frightened . . . it was almost as  though 
someone was pushing me into the wall with such force . . . . 
and really to be quite honest it took a lot of courage for me 
to try and find the light1 bearing in mind it was my first 
night in the room . . .  to switch it on . . .  to find out. 

Now from then, I could not get back to sleep, as one would 
appreciate, for quite some time. I left all the lights on in 
the room all night long and 1 was most unhappy about it. 

However, the following morning, I went down to join my 
A merican friends for breakfast. During breakfast, I told 
my friends about my experience the night before. They 
insisted I should change my room, but in a way I felt they 
hesitated because of the fact that the year before I had lost 
my husband and maybe they thought that I was vulnerable� 
but really they knew me well enough to know this l1'0uld 
not be the case. 

I then went to the reception area_, because it was still on my 
mind, and asked -the receptionist ·if he could enlighten rne 
with any information about the hotel because of the bad 
experience I had during the night in my room. He said to 
me i your room number, was it nineteen? n. I said, Hyes, it 
is nineteen ". HOh ", he said, Hthe maid, who changes the 
beds� would not go up to that · room, because she was 
!petrified whenever she went up the turret stairs, there was 
the marching of heavy feet . behind her and she was 

!Petrified and ran down and would not go back there . . .  to 
that room . . .  anymore ". However, although my friends felt I 
must move rooms, I felt rather embarrassed that there 
would be all this performance to try and find another 
room, and I said just to leave it and I would try and cope 
with it . .  

That night I did not go to sleep at all without all the lights 
on and I even had the televz);ion on and I hesitated and 
went towards the wardrobe again and I had a terrible 
sense that there was somebody there. It was as though . . .  
almost as though . . .  the spirit or  whoever it 11<'as that was 
there were out more or less to injure you, not to be 

pleasant. A nother strange thing was that on looking out of 
the window, there were four white doves there . .  .four white 
doves, outside of my window, on top of a little turret 
outside. This fascinated me to see those four white birds 
there. I thought it was very strange . . . .  very strange. 

I never felt at ease in that room at all. After the third night 
we left, so I didn 1t have that problem, but it was something 
very strange that l experienced I hadn t experienced that 

type of thing before and I was really quite shaken 
by these experiences. A ctually I asked for a 
booklet, which 1 was given, about the history of 
the hotel. 

I asked Patricia a few questions after her 
account of these events 

This unusual presence that you felt in the 
roo m, you talk about the wardrobe, would you 
say that this was emanating from within the 
ward robe o r  from the general area? 

Patricia: It felt as though it was within the 
wardrobe and I felt as though it lit'OS an evil 
presence, nothing pleasant. 

Y on kept the lights on and you did not receive 
this sensation of the pressure on your back 
again? 

Patricia: No, no I did not. I had a terrible sense 
of uneasiness that there was some presence 
around that I couldn 't see, because l had the 
light on all the time and it is something 1 never do 
at night when I go to sleep, 1 never leave the 
lights on. I am not inclined to worry about that 
at all. I am sure that helped to keep, whatever it 
was, at bay . . . .  the lights on and the television. 

Did you mention in the hotel about these white 
doves at all and whether these may have been 
indigenous to the area? 

· 

No, as a matter of a fact I didn 't. I don 't know 
why I didn 't do that, but 1 did find it very 
unusual. . 

Is there anything else you can remember that 
anyone else told you about that room during 
your stay there? 

Only the receptionist, who told me about the 
maid, who �felt there were people behind her 
marching up the stairs and it was very forceful 
and the noise was indescribable to her and she 
was petrified and ran back down saying she 
would never go up there again. 

There is little doubt that Patricia experienced 
some strange and inexplicable events in this 
hotel. She called me the following day after 
arriving there, and when I asked how she was 
enjoying herself, she was very 
apprehensive in her response and went on 32 



to tell me about this e:\'J)erience the previous 
•night and the fact that she was very uneasy in this 
:'particular room. I did mention to her about 
changing her room, but she obviously felt 
embarrassed about having to do this and had 
decided against it. 

(Pat ' on the radio, but then I thought how could there 
be, they Ire playing music, so that was when I went out 
on to the landing, went towards the room and sure 
enough a very definite clear 'Pat ' was shouting to me, 
calling me. 

Did that appear to be coming from the radio again? 
I asked Patricia to tell me about her 
experiences from April of 1 995. Sbe reca lls 
these experiences in the following way.  

f.lo, because I was out of the room and nowhere near 
the radio and I was in another room. 

Approximately within a week after 
my husband, Ron, lt'OS buried, 
was in the bathroom in the 
morning getting dressed and 
putting my make-up on and we 
have a radio in the bathroom . . .  
there lvas music playing . and 
suddenly th'is voice shouted out 
"Pat " and it was exactly like my 
husband calling my name and I 
thought I must be imagining this 
and it must be on the radio and I 

I saw my h usband 
standing i11 the hall . . .  

most definitely saw 
him very clearly in the 
jacket he most often 
wore, which was like 

a blue/grey Harris 
tweed jacket. I 

, � looked in amazement was listening to the music 
thought. . .  -w-ell,.no . . . .  and I felt 
quite perturbed about it so 
turned and walked out of the 
bathroom door and y.,-ent onto the 
landing to the room that he used 
to be in a lot. It 'W'OS a sort 
office where he did lots of things 
after he was retired and I looked 
up and looked around thinking 

actually . . .  
am I imagining this . . .  

a11d / looked again 

, and ther1 it became 

'well that sounds just like Ran 's 
voice '. And again it came in a 
loud voice ''PA Tn, calling out as 
though . . .  you know . . . .  you 've got 
to hear me� this was the way it 
was portrayed to me. That was 
my first experience, and I knew 
then that was definitely Ron �s 
voice. There 's nobody, who could 
make me think it 1-t'as anything 
else, but HIS voice calling me 

om wherever or whatever place 
he was in . . . . .  there was something 
and there was a connection there. 

stronger . . .  
the picture of him 
became strange� 
the apparition or 

whatever 
you wan t  to call it . . .  
and he was clearly 
there, defined . . . . his 
face1 hair . . .  he had 

sort of wa vy grey hair 
and e verything . . .  

What did you feel after that, I 
mean, d id you believe you had 
heard his voice. 

1 was most definitely convinced. 
There is no-one who could make me 
think otherwise. That was definitely 
Ron 's voice both times. 

And this was nothing to do with 
your imagination because of the 
fact that you had been so recently 
bereaved? 

None whatever; it was exactly the 
kind of calls he would give if I was 
downstairs or upstairs, when he 
called me .. . it was clear, vel)' clear. 

Have you ever bea rd this since? 

No I have never heard that since. 

It was just the one time? 

' , 

Patricia goes on to relate a further 
• • I 

three months after this 
incident, I was sitting in my dining 
r o o m  wat ch ing a t e l e v i s i o n  
nrJ')<n-,rsmmP and I started to drift 0 
and came to and looked at my watch 
and thought <damn I 'm busy with a 
nlf"rl•l'Tt"/1,_"'0 ' although I doubt I had 

Do you remember thinking about Ron at tbe 
time? 

No I can 't say that I was, particularly, at that 
moment, but when the name came, it definitely 
was his voice, I momentarily thought, 'W-ell I am 

imagining this, maybe it is someone saying 

ast��ep more than ten minutes or so at the most. I 
looked back at the programme and happened to look 
across at the dining room door. The dining room door 
has four lots of glass in it and I looked across at the 
door. I don 't know why 1 did this, but it was as though 
something was compelling me to look across at the 
door. I still sat in the seat exactly the same and when I 
looked across through the glass, I smv my husband 
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standing in the hall . . .  most definitely saw him very 
clearly in the jacket he most often wore which was like 
a blue/grey Harris tweed jacket. I looked in 
amazement actually . . .  am I imagining this . . .  and I 

asleep? 

looked again and then it became 
stronger . . .  the picture of him 
became stronger, the apparition 
or whatever you ·want to call it . . .  
and he was clearly there, 
defined . . . .  his face, hair . . .  he 
sort of '»''OVY grey hair 
everything . . . .  just standing in the 
hall with his head turned to·wards 
the glass dining room door. :No'"'� 
I don 't know why I didn 't get up 
and go towards the door, but 
think it was because I was held 
spellbound looking at him 
then I would say in a fraction 
another minute it had gone . . .  that 
was it. It seemed to fade . . .  faded 
away and I have never seen him 
again. 
I believed and still do absolutely 
that Ron was there, trying to show 
himself to me. He 14t'aS very clear 
to me. 

I don 't know why I didn 't get up 
and go towards the door , but 
think I was so amazed to see him, 
wanted to see that picture 
hold it and look at him, and 
make an effort to get up, but 
don 't know �·'hy I didn 't make an 
effort to get up. Seeing him di 
not frighten me, I was Jvc;,.u,vu,.u .. 
by this image of him. He was 
there exactly as he was in life . . .  he 
was just standing there all dressed 
in his normal gear . . .  standing 
there with his head turned 1'1'\'Utl'"1·,./1 
the glass dining room door. 
think maybe he was there · 
showing me that he was still 
somewhere around in other words. 

I have never had any further 
experiences of seeing or hearing 
Ron after these experiences. 

I asked Patricia whether she felt 
that this image could have been 
induced by hypnagogia, 
altered state of consciousness 
between being awake and being 

No, I was wide awake, because I looked 34 



back at the programme and I looked at my watch 
and thought, <• oh, it 's only been roughly ten 
minutes of the programme that I have missed and 
1-t>as annoyed I had missed the rest of the 
programme, and by looking at the programme, that 
was when for some unknown reason 1 turned my 
head to look through the glass. 

So you felt that you were seeing something right 
before your eyes? 
Yes� definitely, he was there . . . .  he was portrayed 
there exactly as he was in life and then he seemed 
to suddenly fade away. 

Did it seem as though he was actually physically 
there? 
Yes !felt he was just standing there, all dressed in 
his normal clothes, with his head turned towards 
the glass dining room door. I think maybe he was 

just there showing me that he was somewhere 

with a cigarette in his hand. The remarkable feature 
of this incident is that her brother was and is very 
much alive and had never been to Cyprus but 
Patricia awoke and saw him in the room. She awoke 
Ron to o bserve this 'apparition' but he did not see 
him as by this time the image had gone. This could 
be dismissed as a dream or a form of hypnagogia 
(sleep state) but for the fact that her brother wrote to 
her after this questioning why her adult daughter was 

sleeping in the bed with her one night and asking 
where Ron was. He was perfectly correct in this, at 
that particular time and it was a very unusual 
occurrence for her adult daughter to be sleeping in 
the bed with her mother. Therefore this appears to 
give some form o f  credence to the idea that Patricia 
had awoken that night and had indeed seen her 
brother in her bedroom, albeit that this was on a 
different night to the one he had written about in a 
letter to her. 

else . . . . .  . With regard to claims of contact experiences 
during bereavement, ·we a re at the tip of an 

Patricia has experienced other unusual phenomena iceberg in assessing the enormous number of 
during her life and although you could define her these reports. I believe that we cannot ignore 
sense of seeing and hearing her husband as due to them and that world-wide research being 
her recent bereavement, I have a problem feeling conducted into this field of study is probably the 
that this is the case. These experiences only most compelling for the next century, as we try to 
happened once. They did not occur again, so these · grasp the issu es that are being raised here. 
incidents were not repeated. Patricia is adamant Whatever they may mean and however sceptical 
that she saw and heard Ron, her deceased husband we are about the reasons for these experiences, 
and in both cases felt that her senses were indeed they are stiU vitally important in our q uest to 
correct and that Ron was trying in some way to understand what these extraordinary experiences 
communicate with her. It is of course thought mean in terms of the human consciousness. 
provoking as to what these experiences mean and 
whether psychological explanations can account 
for some of these reports 

However, it should be remembered that Patricia 
has had many extraordinary experiences during her 
life, starting at a young age as a teenager and as 
documented at the beginning of this article, 
although she has never particularly explored these 
things in any great depth. On two occasions, these 
experiences have involved apparitions one of her 
father who died when she was sixteen years o ld) 
and on another occasion whilst she was staying in 

orthem Ireland at an RAF base with Ron whilst 
he was a serving officer. On this oc,casion she 
awoke and saw a figure leaning over her bed. She 
described the figure as female with an o ld 
fashioned type ofhead .. dress. She found this rather 
frightening. She also saw her brother on one 
occasion during the night whilst they were 
stationed with the RAF in Cyprus. She describes 

him as standing at the bottom of the bed 
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"It seems that, in the past, spiritual experience has generally been positive and life-enhancing • 

• • • •• .  Our real sacred sites a re the human beings in whom these com plex, unfathomable experiences 
a re perceived. Let's stop d esecrating them with the dark, harsh, and unjustifiable fantasy of 

abduction." 



here are only two key dates in the 
history of UFOiogy. One is 1 947, 
the year of Ken neth Arnold's reported 
sighting over the Cascade Mountains. 

other is 1 981 , the year of the first 
ubl ication of Budd Hopkins' book lMissing 
ime'. Before Missing Time (BMT) UFOlogy 

s primari ly about aeria l  events, or terrestrial 
nts consequent on  aerial events (landings, 

rks etc) which supposedly h ad been , or 
cou ld be, physical ly observed . lt began with 

1S report, and not before. After Missing 
1me (AMT) U FOtogy has progressively 

me a matter of reported personal 
recollection of experiences which have not 

t and quite possibly can not be, physicatly 
bserved. By now, 1 8  years AMT and 

ting, BMT and AMT UFO�ogy have 
nothing i n  common.  

You can f  of course, stilt partake of BMT 
UFOiogy. In  the U K, the successful revisiting 

supposedly a noma lous events in the 
Berwyn Mounta ins i n  1 97 4 a nd near Sheffield 
i n  1 997 have led to a revivaJ of sorts in 

hys ica l  i nvestig ati o n ,  a n d  to the 
1es1tao1ishment of the Campaign for Real 
U FOiogy . . sorry, I mean U FO IN .  Here, a 

roup of i nteUigent peopfe have united their 
nsiderable tafents to, apparently, deal with 

nything but abductions, apparently on the 
.g"'""'""' ption that AMT U FOiogy can be dealt 

separately from the BMT variety. 

I n  making this assumption , U FO I N  is probably 
, if unambitious: the average BMT U FO 

investigator shouldn't be al lowed near an 
bduction account, or the person giving it. f 

spect that even the unarg uably-above
a BMT U FO investigator - and there's 

doubt that's how the UFOIN 
founders see themselves ... shouldn't 
be, either. 

h e  c u r r e n t  
bsession among 
bductionists - those 

o evangelise AMT 
FOiogy - is to tel l  us, 

publ ic,  who have 
ng us the abductees 

both the present and the 
, not only what the 

l iens do, but why they do 
And underpin ni ng that 

to assert, repeatedly, that what the 
al iens are perceived as doing is 

· real , . physical ,  tangible and 
objective, however absurd 
t h e i r  s u p p o r t i n g  
explanations may be: 
Hopkins' a rgument for 
'selective i nvisibil ity' .  
exp l a i n i n g wh y 
those present at 
abductions, but 
uninvolved in  
them, can see 
n o t h i n g  
u nusual is a 
f i n e 
example of 
just how 
stupid these 
explanations 
h a v e · 
become. 

T o  a n y 
r a t i o n a l ,  
i n f o r m e d  
o b s e rve r ,  i t  
shouJd now be 
plain that the 
e v i d e n  
p r o d u c e d  t o  
support the claims 
of the physical 
reality of 
abduction is very 
poor indeed t and 
arguably does not exist 
at a ll :  there probably is 
n o  ev id e n ce .  I f  
i nterested non-believers 

we re g i ven  the 
o p p o r t u n i t y t o  
actual ly talk to many 
of the witnesses, to 



Because we want 
spiritual experiences, 

and wan t  others to 
share the beliefs we 

construct around them, 
we create places where 

we may more easily 
have those 

experiences, if we wish, 
or where we 

may take others to 
persuade them of the 

strength of our o wn 
spirituality, and hope 
they are led to share 

our beliefs. 
We build churches, 
temples, mosques 
and fill them with 
beautiful objects, 

architecture, light, 
1 and scents. 

We often build those 
places on what we 

describe as 
sacred sites. 

their famil ies, friends, work colleagues 
d octors: to see their medical  records and 
h ave professional examinations conducted . 
of their 'scoop marks' , 'cup marks' , i mplants, 
skin fl uorescence and a lien-induced cancers, 
of the hybrid foetuses the abductionists 
assert the abductees h ave growin g  inside 
them after an a bduction  experiencet and 
the immediate medical  aftermath when 1'1'\1"'1.��· 
supposed foetuses allegedly go missing , 
then I suggest that the myth of p hysical 
rea lity would be compre hensively dismissed . 
N o  abductionist has, of course, 
p resen ted s u ch a n  opportun ity fo 
i nvestigation by others. No a bductionist h 
e v e n  c o n d u cted.  s u ch a ri g o rou 
i nvestigation himself. lt  simply  n 
happens. 

I suggest that the a bd u ctionists - ma 
n a mes with which you wil l  be famil iar -
a mateur, emba rrassin g ,  often deluded 
sometimes deceitful and at best wrong i 
bel ieving that abduction takes place i n  
rea l  world .  I f  I 'm right, how should we ... a s  a 
society, and not as a handful of ufologists 
determine who should attempt to deal with 
a bduction accou nts, or abductees? 

To datet there has been a widespread fai lure 
to recognise the different skil ls required 
i nvestigate a misapprehension of Venus, 
lenticu lar  cloud, or a plan.e crash on the 
hand,  and the potentia l  effects of slee 
paralysis or the veracity of recal l  d uring 
reg ression hypn osis o n  the other. The same 
people who were involved in BMT U F  
just carried o n  AMT, and many of the 
newcomers who came to joi n  their ra 
were a lready associated with self-help, 
analysis, cou n sel l ing ,  fringe psychiatry, 
exploration of apparently a ltered states 
consciousness and other activities that could 
broadly be described as 'New Age'.  Some o • 
you may remember David Jacobs, a uthor · 
the sexua lly-charged 'alien abuse' bo 
Secret Life and The Threat, when he was 
sti l t  an o utsta nding BMT U FO historian . 
That, of cou rse, was before he fell u nder 
i nfluence of Hop kins, Mack , Strieber 
others, and seemingly lost his ability 
consider the evidence with a balanced, 
h istorical perspective of the evidence. Oavid 
Jacobs u ses hypnotic regression to 
extract ' memories' of a bduction, and 38 







mosques, and fiU them with beautiful objects, 
a nd architecture, a nd l ight, and scents. We 
often build those places on what we describe 
as sacred sites. And what is a sacred site? 
Whyj it's a place known a nd chosen 
because, previously, internal ,  personal 
spiritual experiences were reported as taking 
place there. And it's not only structures with 
roofs and windows, either. l t's hard to 
imagi ne that stone circles were bui lt to 
specific solar or lunar orientations to 
d e mo nstrate the  ach ieveme nts of  
observational science. lt seems much more 
l ikely that if a crowd of people were gathered 
together i n  the dark i n  anticipation of the Sun 
rising overf say a particular stone, or  withi n  
a n  arch or  trilith, the moment of  sunrise as 
a nd where predicted would be intensely 
spiritual . This is what many, even most, of 
us want, a nd we g ive power not only to those 
who appear to provide it to us, but to those 
who expla in  it to us,  too. 

Most abduction accounts spring from no 
more than fragments. At their most genuine 
they are g rounded in  attempts to resolve the 
puzzlement and confusion arising from the 
fragmentary recol lection of an u nexpected or 
anomalous event or events which couldn 't be 
read i ly identified .  As time has gone on , 
some people have produced full-fledged 
a bduction accounts from the outset, and 
they're often the most embarrassing,ly unreal 
of al l ,  but that isn't at an true of the early 
subjects of Hopkins' , Mack·s, or Jacobs' 
i nvestigations. Their accounts had to be 
constructed through the use of unreliable 
and unsatisfactory techniques to enhance 
recal l ,  on the u nderstanding that the 
abductors had blocked accurate memory in  
such a way that on ly  those techniques could 
break through the barrier, and that what 
emerged would be that hidden truth . Once 
the explanation favoured by Hopkins was i n  
the public domain ,  any  fragmentary, possibly 
a nomalous recollection cou ld form the basis 
of a play-acted exploration of the h idden 
'memories' that everybody i nvolved was 
already sure the al iens had locked away. 
Malcolm Robi nson's careful construction of 
the A70 'abduction' case is probably the 
finest example of this process in the UK to 
date (even ahead of Harry Harris' handl ing of 
lAian Godfrey), and perhaps one of the most 
instructive anywhere in the world .  

(See Malcolm Robinson 's response at the end of this 
article- EDITOR). 

There have probably always been such 
fragmentary experiences; brief, odd perceptions 
which make no sense,  a nd can both facilitate a 
perception of spiritual experience, and dema nd 
an explanation . There have long been sites 
deemed to be sacred, where the facil itation of the 
experience is careful ly designed and arranged. 
and where the non-human forces or intell igences 
behind the experience are often said to visit or  
dwel l .  Our relationship with those forces and 
intelligences u nderpins more societies in  this 
worJd than  it does not, a nd where it is forbidden or 
repressed it simply becomes stronger a nd more 
important to that society, often lead ing to d ramatic 
social and political change. 

This week, I have been mostly reading accounts 
written by the medieval Christian mystics. 
Accounts l ike those of Mother Ju l ian of Norwich, 
and St John of the Cross, a nd the range of 
fascinating material presented i n  Carol Zaleski's 
Otherworld Journeys (OUP 1 987) , a nd Evelyn 
Underhi l l 's 1 91 1  classic Mysticism ( my edition is a 
hardback from Bracken Books i n  1 995, but I think 
it's sti l l  ava ilable from Pengu in) .  Accou nts from 
which the a bductionists could really learn 
because, with al l  d ue respect to the fascinating 
tradition of Christian mysticism, Mother Jul ian  in 
1 400, St John of the Cross in 1 578, and 
thousands hundreds of thousands of others ,  had 
much the same spiritual experience as have the 
'gen uine' abductees - rather than the simple 
fantasists ... of AMT U FOiogy. 

The world of al ien abduction is, u nfortunately, a 
world of stinking ignorance,  as authors a nd 
( investigators' seek out attract, and mislead 
individuals who have been through a common, 
time-honoured and, potentially, deeply enrich ing 
experience, and twist it into one of depravity, 
pain , and fear of the future. They present random 
h istories which on ly u nderl ine their tack of 
knowledge,  and resort to claims of the physical  
rea lity of encounter a nd abduction experiences 
because they fai l  to recognise the nature and 
importance of h uman spiritual ity, or of how they 
are abusing it. 

I remain  - and probably wil l  u ntil that period 
shortly before death where believing  in a nythi ng 
is worth a try ... sceptical of the reality of the 
commun ication e lement of spiritua l  experience. I 



don't suppose ,  when we perceive contact with 
God , or Satan, or the spirits of people or 
an imals,  or Jesus or Mary, or angels, or  a ny 
other  of the visitors and intruders who feature 
in  such experiences, that those i nte lligences 
have any existence independent of the 
experiencer. There is no more physical , 
objective, hard evidence for their presence i n  
o u r  world than there 
is  for that of the 
abducting aliens, but 
that  d oesn 't ,  I 
s u g g e st ,  j u s t i fy 
d ismissing aU these 
e x p e r i e n c e s  
regardless of their 
content. 

lt seems that, in the 
p a s t ,  s p i r i t u a l  
e x p e r i e· n c e  h a s  

· g e n e ra l l y b e e n 
positive and l ife 
enhancing .  Difficult, 
certainly, and often 
d e m a n d i n g o n  
resources of faith 
and seff ... contro.l . But 
the pattern has 
been , broadly, that 
spiritual  experience 
has led to spiritual 
l iving ,  to h ope for the 
future in this  l ife and 
beyond , · a nd to 
d isplaying care and 
concern for others. 
lt a ppears that 
posit ive sp i ritu a l

· 

experience is  a 
c o m p o n e n t 
whatever its true 
source a nd nature -
o f  h o w b o t h  
i ndividuals and societies grow and develop. 
Persuading those individuals to believe that 
their  own perception  of spiritual experience 
proves that they were chosen before birth to 
be used for hybrid i nterbreeding with cruel and 
uncaring alien beings who wiU return 
. repeatedly to hurt a nd exp loit not onty that 
i ndividual but her (it's so often her) chi ldren 
and grandchi ldren too is n ot truthfu l )  it  is not 
right, and its effect can be the same as the 
effect of d el iberate abuse. Our real sacred 

sites are the h uman beings i n  whom these 
complex, unfathomabte experiences are 
perceived . Let's stop desecrating them with the 
dark, harsh , and u njustifiable fantasy of 
abduction . 

Sot to return to my q uestion . who is fit to deal 
with people who,  i n  the absolute absence of hard 

evidence for the 
physical reality of 
a l i e n  abd u ct i o n , 
h a v e b e c o m e  
persuaded that they 
might have had the 
experience? Or who 
think  that they might 
h av e  h a d th e 
e x p e ri e n ce ,  a n d '  
want  to 'explore' that. 
possibil ity? Perhaps' 
it's best to start with 
a l ist of those who 
are probably not 
suitable.  

There is dear proof, 
supported by the 
Royal College of 
P s y c h i a t r i s t s ,  
n u merous  h igher  
courts in  the USA, 
and a l l  tra ined , 
c o m p e te n t  a n d  
i n fo rmed med ica J  
professionals whose 
op inions I have 
seen ,  that regression 
h y p n o s i s i s  
d a n g e r o u s ,  
unrel iable, and is 
l ike,ly to produce 
false information that 
compl ies with the,  
p e r c e i v e d ; 

expectations and preferences of those pres,ent 
with the hypnotic subject. So we can start with 
rul ing out anybody who uses regression 
hypnosis, particularly if they conduct it 
themselves without a ny medica l  background or 
training. The same goes for the use of 
hyperventilation, however itts dressed up,  and 
creative visualisation .  Why should anyone need 
to be creative, or to be i n  an ASC of any kind , to 
remember such vile and vivid experiences? 
Moving on ,  we should definitely exclude anyone 



o believes him or  herself to be a n  Alien 
IAnnoatssclaor, or a Star Chi ld,  or any other 

riety of special ly chosen or bred, more-
an-human  being, especial ly when they 
bHsh those very personal beliefs i n  spite of 

risk that others may adopt them. As we 
ould anyone who believes him or  herself 
be an abductee on ly in consequence of 

regression hypnosis, particu larly where that 
recall seems to relate to a positive career 

oice involving substantial financial gain .  lt 
s un l ikely that anybody who calls 

emsetves "Doctor" on the strength o,f a 
Ph.  D that was not properly supervised and 

rned in a real  university wi l l  do any good 
anyone. And nor wil l  those - and there is 
re than one - who claim that they 

emselves, or the hypnoti$ts they use,  are 
professionaJ iy qual ified to conduct regression 
hypnosis, and are members of a professional 

ssociation  ma i n ta i n ing professiona l  
ndards, when sufficient investigation wil l 

monstrate that they are not 

I of that wouldl in  any context other than 
U FOlogy, seem perfectly reasonabte and 

.,....F"', .... on�.us. lt would amount to no more than 
ng reasonable precautions to ensure 

and objectivity, and the credibi lity 
f i nvestigation outcomes. I n  AMT U FOiogy 
will, of course, read l ike heresy, and the 

of an agent of the New World Order. 
But exclud ing on ty the abductionists and 

xtremists won't, nowl be sufficient to 
olve the problem. If these are ,  

ntiaUy, what I have described as 
'spiritual experiences' , then anybody who 
doesn't know about, and u nderstand their 
causes, range and h istory wil l  be no use at 
al l  in assisting the victims of abduction bel ief 

u nderstand the true nature of their 
rience. The truth is that l don't know 

who is fit to dea l  with so many 
individuals who have been cal lously, and 

relessly, hurt and deceived by the 
uction belief a nd those who have 

rsuaded them to accept it. lt isn't real ly a 
nta l  health issue, and professionals i n  

a t  area would be of  l imited help .  And it 
't anything much to do with BMT 

FOiogy, and I can 't think  who else would 
interested . But I know that it's time to 

p what's happening ,  and that if we haven't 
poken out against the abduction bel ief yet, 

have a responsibility to do -so now. 

"It's b een a pleasure working with you" 
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�Stars and Rumours of Stars' , dealing  with the 
l ight phenomena that accompanied evangel ist 
Mary Jones of Egryn duri ng the great Welsh 
Revival of 1 904-05.  His second book, ' The 
Fortean Times Book of the Millennium' , was 
publ ished i n  1 996. 

I n  1 997, ti red of the dangers · presented to 
vu lnerable i nd ividuals by the un investigated 
cla ims and amateur  hypnosis that form the basis  
of  the abduction mythos, and  realising  that the 
nature of the problem wil l  never be 
communicated by med ia souhdbites, he started 
publ ish i ng the month ly i nvestigative newsletter 
Abduction Watch. This looks for hoaxes, 
d isinformation and outright l ies i n  the claims for 
the reality of al ien abductions of huma n  beings 
and an imals, and has achieved a steady 
success rate of d irect hits in its first year. I n  
1 998 h e  acted a s  Programme Adviser for the 
BBC Rel igion series ' The Big End', and in Ju ly 
1 999 was the voice of common-sense on C4's 
'The Real Nostradamus'. 

Mal col m Robinson responds . • • • 

I would like to point out to the readers of Strange Daze, 
that I now have new thoughts with regard to the use of 
hypnosis on UFO abductees. Where, in  the past I thought 
it was a valuable tool in possibly retrieving hidden 
subconscious memory of an event, I now have deep 
reservations. 

Kevin McClure sent me numerous articles and data 
pertaining to the clinica1 and general use of hypnosis and 
the harm that it can do, and due to reading that material, 
(sent early last year) I have now come to revise my 
position on the use of hypnosis. As far as the A 70 case 
goes, both witnesses only ever recall witnessing a strange 
black hovering object about 20 feet above the surface of 
the road which they are both state as not resembting a 
conventional aircraft or helicopter. Both gentlemen are i n  
full agreement that this was something different, 
something out of the ordinary, and they will not change 
their minds on this. 

The use of hypnosis on that case produced a typical 
abduction scenario and some may say that both witnesses 
elaborated somewhat in their recollections. This may be 
the case and I haven t got the space to go into this with 
any great detail. Al l I will say is that hypnosis should not 
be seen as a way of assistance in researching these strange 
experiences and I am now quite c lear in my way of 
thinking and research, that it should not be used. 

Malcolm Robinson. 
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CONFERENCE 2000 
Those of you interested to support our fourth annual Conference will be 
happy to know that it takes place in four weeks time - Sat.29th January 
at the Central Library, Chorley, Lancashire, starting at 1 0.30am and 
finishing at 8pm. Speakers include: 
RAS Hennessey - SETI researcher, writer for astronomy, history and 
philosophy journals. 
Jenny Randles - to date, our most popular speaker. 
Brian Allan and Billy Devlin - on the latest remarkable paranormal 
happenings in Scotland . . .  
Ralph Ellis - researcher/writer - his two books on ancient mysteries have 
caused a BIG stir! 
Tim Matthews - FBI-approved, in league with Satan, MI6-funded and 
generally a nice, family guy speaking on his part in the biggest UFO-related 
case for 20 years - the Winter Hill CE3/Mffi case ofNovember 1 3th 1 999 -
and other stuff. . . .  
Steve Mera - Details on th e  Winter Hill case - you don't want t o  miss this !  

' Jon Downes - Fortean, paranormal and cryptozoological expert, 
Environmental Editor to the Planet on Sunday - speaking on something 
horribly weird . . . . . . . .  not unlike himself. 
Andy Roberts - fresh from publication of his third "The Armchair Ufologist" 
and another great book entitled "The UFOs That Never Were" (with 
eo-conspirators Or Dave Clark and Jenny Randles) Andy is prepared to heap 
yet more misery on the mythmakers within Ufology! 
Entrance £ 1 0  Tickets on door or from me; (cheques, negotiable barrel bonds 
to "T. Matthews"); The Secretary, P.O.Box 15, SOUTHPORT PR8 1GR. 

ARNOLD WEST REMEMBERED 
Remember in the Winter, far beneath the bitter snow 

Lies a seed, that with the sun 's love, in the Spring 
Becomes • . . • . •  The Rose. 

On Wednesday 8th December 1999, Arnold West passed away suddenly 
from a heart attack. 

Arnold was a founder member of the British UFO Research Association 
(BUFORA). He was a BUFORA Vice-President, Council Member and 

ran a very busy BUFORA Central Office dealing with all the day to day 
administration that this role encompasses. 

He had many roles during his long association with BUFORA, but beyond 
this, I knew him as a wise and gentle man with an intricate knowledge of the 
history of the UFO subject and the people both past and present who have 

walked within the corridors of BUFORA and Ufology. 

BUFORA, his colleagues and friends will be the poorer without him. 
I shall miss him terribly. 

The Strange Daze team would like to express their deepest sympathy to 
his family at this time. 

Gloria Heather Dixon 
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